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Preface 
 

The 11th International Conference on Security and its Applications (CNSA 2018) was held in Zurich, 
Switzerland, during January 02~03, 2018. The 5th International Conference on Data Mining and 
Database (DMDB 2018) and The 5th International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and 
Applications (AIAP 2018) was collocated with The 11th International Conference on Security and its 
Applications (CNSA 2018). The conferences attracted many local and international delegates, 
presenting a balanced mixture of intellect from the East and from the West.  

The goal of this conference series is to bring together researchers and practitioners from academia and 
industry to focus on understanding computer science and information technology and to establish new 
collaborations in these areas. Authors are invited to contribute to the conference by submitting articles 
that illustrate research results, projects, survey work and industrial experiences describing significant 
advances in all areas of computer science and information technology. 
 
The CNSA-2018, DMDB-2018, AIAP-2018 Committees rigorously invited submissions for many 
months from researchers, scientists, engineers, students and practitioners related to the relevant themes 
and tracks of the workshop. This effort guaranteed submissions from an unparalleled number of 
internationally recognized top-level researchers. All the submissions underwent a strenuous peer 
review process which comprised expert reviewers. These reviewers were selected from a talented pool 
of Technical Committee members and external reviewers on the basis of their expertise. The papers 
were then reviewed based on their contributions, technical content, originality and clarity. The entire 
process, which includes the submission, review and acceptance processes, was done electronically. All 
these efforts undertaken by the Organizing and Technical Committees led to an exciting, rich and a 
high quality technical conference program, which featured high-impact presentations for all attendees 
to enjoy, appreciate and expand their expertise in the latest developments in computer network and 
communications research. 

In closing, CNSA-2018, DMDB-2018, AIAP-2018 brought together researchers, scientists, engineers, 
students and practitioners to exchange and share their experiences, new ideas and research results in 
all aspects of the main workshop themes and tracks, and to discuss the practical challenges 
encountered and the solutions adopted. The book is organized as a collection of papers from the 
CNSA-2018, DMDB-2018, AIAP-2018. 

We would like to thank the General and Program Chairs, organization staff, the members of the 
Technical Program Committees and external reviewers for their excellent and tireless work. We 
sincerely wish that all attendees benefited scientifically from the conference and wish them every 
success in their research. It is the humble wish of the conference organizers that the professional 
dialogue among the researchers, scientists, engineers, students and educators continues beyond the 
event and that the friendships and collaborations forged will linger and prosper for many years to 
come.           
                                                                                                                                                                             

 
David C. Wyld                                     

Natarajan Meghanathan 
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A PRACTICAL CLIENT APPLICATION 

BASED ON ATTRIBUTE-BASED ACCESS 

CONTROL FOR UNTRUSTED CLOUD 
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Mathematical Sciences (INMS), Massey University, New Zealand 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

One of widely used cryptographic primitives for the cloud application is Attribute Based 

Encryption (ABE) where users can have their own attributes and a ciphertext encrypted by an 

access policy. Though ABE provides many benefits, the novelty often only exists in an academic 

world and it is often difficult to find a practical use of ABE for a real application. In this paper, 

we discuss the design and implementation of a cloud storage client application which supports 

the concept of ABE. Our proposed client provides an effective access control mechanism where 

it allows different types of access policy to be defined thus allowing large datasets to be shared 

by multiple users. Using different access policy, each user only needs to access only a small 

part of the big data. The goal of our experiment is to explore the right set of strategies for 

developing a practical ABE-based system. Through the implementation and evaluation, we have 

determined the various characteristics and issues associated with developing a practical ABE-

based application. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 

Attribute-based encryption, cloud storage service, Access control 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Cloud storages are widely used by organizations and people to outsource data. They have become 
more popular since cloud service providers offer their users cost efficient data storage with high 
mobility and reliability. However, the data in the cloud can be misused by cloud service providers 
or leaks the private sensitive data when there are inappropriate security mechanisms in place as 
seen in [1], [2]. Securing the data on the cloud still remains as a primary concern for many users. 
 
One of the most promising ways to protect data on the cloud is encryption. Encryption offers 
additional protection as data is encrypted before they are uploaded to the cloud and decrypted 
after they are downloaded. However, traditional encryption technique, such as public key 
encryption, only allows a single user to decrypt the data which is too restrictive and ineffective in 
many cases. In particular in many modern applications, the data size is big and the data often 
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requires many different types of access policies to allow multiple users to share the data while 
each user only have access to a small part of it. 
 
To improve the data sharing, cloud applications require more flexible fine-grained access control 
to support multiple users with different access requirements. Recent achievements in 
cryptographic theory such as Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) [15], [16] provide solutions to 
this data sharing dilemma. In ABE, in particular Ciphertext-Policy ABE (CP-ABE), users have 
their own attributes and a ciphertext is created with association of an access policy. Multiple users 
are able to decrypt the ciphertext if the users’ attributes pass through the ciphertext’s access 
structure. 
 
Though the novelty provided by ABE scheme has been endorsed, the novelty only exists in an 
academic world as theory. The practical use of ABE scheme in real life applications have not 
been explored well. In this paper, we discuss the design and implementation details to apply an 
ABE scheme for a real life application. Our proposed client application sits in between the cloud 
application (such as DropBox, Google Drive, Microsoft OneDrive) and cloud storages (such as 
Amazon S3). Our client application not only provides encryption to safeguard user’s sensitive 
data but also offer an effective access control mechanism to allow multiple users to share the 
data. The goal of our proposal is to provide opportunities to explore the right set of strategies for 
developing a practical ABE-based application. We offer the details of various algorithm 
implementations and issues associated with developing a practical ABE-based application. 
 
The paper is organised as following: design considerations are presented in Section 2. Section 3 
provides background material our proposal is based on. Section 4 describes the system 
architecture. Our implementation details, algorithms, and performance results are described in 
Section 5. The lessons we learnt during the proof-of-concept demonstrator is presented in Section 
6. Section 7 concludes the paper along with the future work. 
 

2. DESIGN CONSIDERATION 
 
In this section, we discuss a number of priorities that we considered to design and implement our 
proposed client application. 
 

2.1 Man-in-the-middle Attack 
 
Most cloud storage service today provides a cloud application where a user can upload and 
subsequently download data using their own device at the comfort of home. More often than not, 
the data being transferred from user’s device to the cloud storage server in not encrypted. This 
increases the chance for a malicious man-in-the-middle either to make an unauthorized access to 
user’s data (i.e., breaking data confidentiality) or an unauthorized modification to the data (i.e., 
breaking data integrity). To provide data confidentiality and integrity, a protection mechanism 
must be employed such as an encryption. The secret key used for the encryption must be securely 
protected to prevent any potential snooping or stealth. 
 

2.2 Dishonest Cloud Provider 
 
Dishonest cloud provider makes an unauthorized attempt to read user's data. The cloud storage 
provider has all necessary tools and mechanisms to access the data that is under its full control. 
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Either by a malicious code implanted in the cloud server or by deliberate attempts by a dishonest 
cloud server administrator, the chance for data leakage increases if user's data is improperly 
protected. In addition, it is also possible that dishonest cloud provider makes copies of user's data. 
It is a common practice for cloud storage providers to make copies of original data and store them 
in extra storages, such as in the backup media or replicated databases. These copied datasets are 
then re-applied when an unexpected disaster occurs therefore user's data is recovered. However, 
even after user's subscription expires, these copies of the original data may still remain 
somewhere in the cloud server and targeted for further compromise. To prevent such misuse, data 
much be encrypted such a way that it does not reveal its original content other than to authorized 
users. 
 

2.3 Data Sharing 
 
One of the most widely used solutions to protect the data is encryption. In public key encryption 
which is one of the most widely used encryption scheme, a user encrypts data before uploading it 
to the cloud and decrypts the data after it is downloaded. However, such traditional encryption 
techniques do not support multi-party collaboration without re-distributing keys that are used for 
the encryption which creates a serious key management problem. In addition, as many modern 
applications produce big data sets that are large in size, it is often inefficient to download and 
upload the whole dataset. 
 
The recent advancement of Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) provides a solution to the issues 
associated with traditional encryption technique by supporting more fine-grained access control 
mechanism. The offer of such fine-grained access control is better suited when dealing with big 
data that are accessed by multiple users. 
 

2.4 Access Policy Expression 
 
Traditional public-key encryption requires that decryption to be done by one particular user and 
does not allow more complex access control policies. ABE relaxes such limitation by allowing 
decryption to be decided by an access policy tree. However, up until recently, the predicate 
expression used to define access polices were limited to be monotone which consists of AND, 
OR, or threshold gates. This does not allow the representation of negative constraints which raises 
a problem in scenarios where conflicts of interest naturally arise. For example, if Bob is not 
allowed to see a sensitive document shared by his colleges Alice, Sara and Kevin, it is more 
intuitive to define an access policy with ‘NOT Bob allowed’ than ‘allow Alice’ AND ‘allow 
Sara’ AND ‘allow Kevin’. The CP-ABE we apply has the strength offering the NOT gate in the 
predicate hence the name non monotonic. 
 

3. BACKGROUND 
 
Our work utilizes non-monotonic Ciphertext-Policy Attribute Based Encryption (CP-ABE) 
scheme originally proposed by Yamada et al. [12]. The non-monotonic scheme can be 
summarised as following four algorithms 
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4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

4.1 System Overview 
 
Our client application is based on the model proposed in [8]. The main purpose of the client 
application is to provide an encryption scheme with flexible access policies. Figure 1 illustrates 
the overview of our proposed client application. 
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Figure 1: system overview 
 

Our proposed client application sits between the operating system (e.g., Windows, Linux) and 
cloud storage application (e.g., DropBox, Google Drive, Microsoft OneDrive) installed in user’s 
device (e.g., PCs, laptop, tables, or smartphones). Our client application provides an extra layer of 
protection to safeguard user’s data and support attribute-based access control mechanism to 
support data sharing. Our client application can be seamlessly integrated with any cloud 
applications which we presume that it is pluggable from one application over the other. 
 
Our application interacts with users. Here, the term users include the authorized devices, such as 
PCs, laptop, tables, or smartphones, laptop owned by individuals. Users can be categorised as 
encryptors and recipients. An encryptor refers to a type of user who owns the data and has full 
control of deciding whom it wants to share the data with. The encryptor can specify a set of 
access policies over the data to enforce access rules to control the access permission. The 
recipient refers to a type of user who wants to share the data with the encryptor. The recipient 
must provide a right set of attributes to proof that he/she satisfies the access rules imposed on the 
shared data to pass the permit. 
 
Users contact administrator which can just be another user. The major role of the administrator is 
to generate master public and private key pairs under non-monotonic CP-ABE scheme. The 
administrator publishes the public keys. It also generates private keys based on user’s attributes 
for all users. Once private keys are generated, they are distributed to corresponding users. We do 
not cover the details of private key distribution in this paper other than assuming that the private 
keys are delivered using a secure channel such as IPSec or SSL. 
 
The cloud storage is a remote storage facility and is typically provided by cloud storage 
providers. The user can use cloud storage applications to store files in the cloud to share with 
others. Cloud storage providers may support security mechanisms to protect user’s data from 
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potential data loss and from unauthorized access. However, the access control mechanism 
provided by our client application does not depend on the underlying supports and does not share 
information regarding the encryption and decryption strategies and parameters. 
 

4.2 System Operations 
 
Figure 2 describes the details of the operations in terms of message exchange among various 
system components. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: System operations 
 

Note that our client application runs on the administrator, encryptor and the recipient as depicted 
by a gray box behind them and assists the following operations. 
 

1) The operation here is a set up by an administrator. The client application running on the 
administrator takes a security parameter λ, in our case, it is a random number generated by a 
random number generator provided by a java cryptographic package our client application 
utilises. The result of the setup is a key-pair, one for a public key mpk and a corresponding 
private key msk. 
 

2) In the meantime, a user acting as an encryptor wish to upload a file (M) to a cloud storage. 
The encryptor uses the client application running in the encrytor’s device to encrypt the file. 
At this stage, the encryptor also defines an access policy (T) . A typical example of an access 
policy tree is depicted in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: an example of an access policy tree 

 
 

  which can be defined as a simple Boolean formula; 
 
   Y =  (sysadmin AND (“business_team” OR “security_team) AND 
              NOT (executive_level <5)) 
 

The access policy is associated with the encrypted data then uploaded to the cloud 
application which in turn subsequently sends the data to the cloud storage over the 
Internet. 

  
3)   Now let’s assume that there is a recipient who wants to download a portion of the data 

uploaded by the encryptor to share. To proceed, the recipient first needs to send his/her 
attributes (e.g., job title, department, and executive level) to an administrator. Let’s call the 
recipient’s attribute X which can be defined as; 

 
  X = (job_title = sysadmin, department = security_team, executive_level = 7) 
 
4)  The administrator generates a private key sk according to the attributes then sends it to the 

corresponding recipient. 
 
5)  In the meantime, the recipient also sends a request to send an access policy T that is 

associated with the data the recipient wants to share with the encryptor. 
 

6)  Using the private key sk and access policy T received from the administrator and the 
encryptor, the recipient downloads the data and attempts the decryption. If the attributes 
associated with recipient’s private key satisfies with the predicate defined in the access 
policy, the data is decrypted M. Nothing is returned ⏊  if the key does not satisfy. 

 

5. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
 

5.1 Libraries 
 
The CP-ABE scheme we use in our client application is a class of pairing based cryptography. It 
applies each encryptor’s access rules as the attribute in the access policy tree. The public and 
private key pair is related to the attributes while the ciphertext is associated with an access policy. 
Our implementation is split into two packages: 
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cpabe: is a package that implements the CP-ABE scheme introduced by [12]. 
 
App: is a package that implements the higher level functions such as user interface, interpreting 
access policy and store and retrieve the data from the cloud. 
 
The cpabe package uses java based pairing cryptography JPBC library [13]. JPBC is a java based 
open library that supports cryptographic methods. JPBC is a port of the Pairing-Based 
Cryptography Library (PBC) developed by Ben Lynn [14] to perform the mathematical 
operations underlying pairing-based cryptosystems directly in Java. Our current client application 
integrates with Aamzon S3 which represents a cloud application that runs along with our client 
application. We use the official Amazon Java SDK for API 1.11.58 [17] to integrate Amazon S3 
into our client using Java. 
 

5.2 Essential Algorithms 

 
Attribute/Access Policy Parser: In CP-ABE scheme, each user’s private key is associated with a 
set of attributes which represent their capabilities. A ciphertext is encrypted such that only users 
whose attributes satisfy a certain policy can decrypt. To use the scheme, we first need a scheme to 
define attributes and a parse an access policy which can understand them. CP-ABE scheme we 
implement basically support any Boolean formula, but interpreting unstructured Boolean formula 
and computing parameters using Linear Secret Sharing (LSS) scheme [18]. To parse an access 
policy, we allow encryptor to input an access policy under the following rules; 
 

1. On a line only AND and NOT gate can be used 
2. Split a line means OR gate 
 

    “Att1” AND “Att2” AND NOT “Att3” 
    “Att1” AND “Att5” 

 
Theses inputs enforce user to input an access policy as a disjunctive normal form and allows App 
package to parse the policy more efficiently. 
 
System initiation: the set up phase is done by administrator without the user having to take any 
action. Under the hood, administrator runs the cpabe package to generate a public key and a 
master secret key. The input function and the outputs are defined as following. 
 

INPUT: cpabe.setup() 
OUTPUT: master_key pub_key 
 

After running cpabe.setup() function, the administrator obtains a master_key to be used to 
produce private keys for recipients. The public key pub_key can be shared in the Cloud or sent to 
any users. 
 
Secrete Key Generation: administrator uses this function to create private keys for all recipients 
who wishes to share the data encrypted by an encryptor. The function keygen() integrates the 
input attributes (i.e., each recipient’s capabilities) in the private key generation using the public 
key and the master secret key generated in the setup() phase. The output is a private key 
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corresponding to a recipient. Attributes can come in a natural language but special characters 
cannot be included in the attributes. 
 
 INPUT: Cpabe.keygen(pub_key, master_key, attr) 
 OUTPUT: pri_key 
 
Let’s assume that there are two recipients Sara and Kevin at a company and the administrator 
wants to produce private keys. The private keys include the both hires’ capabilities so that not all 
company documents can be decrypted by them. Sara’s capability is defined as her job title is a 
sysadmin at IT department. Her office number is at 1431 and she was hired last year - let’s say 
the date is denoted as yearX. In contrast, Kevin’s capability is defined as his job title is a business 
staff at strategy team. He has the executive level 7 and sits in the office number 2362. He was 
hired 5 years ago – let’s say the date is denoted as yearY. Sara’s and Kevin’s respective input 
parameters for the function keygen() follows. 
 

Sara’s private key generation: 
INPUT: Cpabe.keygen(pub_key, master_key, “Sara sysadmin it_department 
office_1432 hire_yearX) 
OUTPUT: sara_pri_key 
 
Kevin’s private key generation: 
INPUT: Cpabe.keygen(pub_key, master_key, “Kevin business strategy_tem 
executive_level_7 office_2362 hire_yearY) 
OUTPUT: Kevin_pri_key 

 
The keygen() function allows some attributes are assigned a value while others a key simply 
“has” without further qualification. The date command can be used to help use the current time as 
an attribute value. 
 
Encryption: encryptor uses this function to encrypt a file. Now assume that a staff member Bob in 
the company wants to encrypt a sensitive document. Bob only wish to share it with; someone who 
works in the sysadmin role in the security tem, or someone who is a business staff and either in 
the audit group or strategy team. Bob only needs the public key then can use the cpabe.enc to 
encrypt it with the access policy. 

 
INPUT: Cpabe.enc(pub_key, security_report.pdf, “(sysadmin AND security_team) 
OR (business AND audit_group) OR (business AND strategy_team)” 
OUTPUT: security_report.pdf.cpabe 
 

Decryption: the recipients use this function to decrypt the file. Kevin can successfully decrypt the 
encrypted security report using his private key associated with his capabilities which satisfy the 
access policy associated with the encrypted document. Sara won’t because the attributes of Sara’s 
key does not satisfy the access policy.  
 

INPUT: Cpabe.dec (pub_key, kevin_priv_key, security_report.pdf.cpabe) 
OUTPUT: security_report.pdf 
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5.3 User Interface 
 

In this section, we demonstrate a set of GUI screens we developed for our client desktop 
demonstrator which allows the users to manage and control access control mechanism based on 
the non-monotonic CB-ABE. 
 

 
      (a) Setting a profile for a secure folder     (b) A secure folder for Enc/Decryption 
 

Figure 4: client application GUI user interface 
 

Figure 4 (a) shows the user interface screen that allows the encryptor to create a secure folder by 
setting an access policy that will commonly apply to the files in the folder. Reader box takes as 
input an access policy. For the simplicity, we use “ ; ” to denote AND gate and “ ` ” to denote 
NOT gate. Splitting line means OR gate. A user can create this secure folder in the Cloud 
(Amazon S3) by clicking the “Save” button. 
 
Figure 4 (b) shows the screen that a list of secure folders and files in the selected folder which is 
synchronized with (Amazon S3). This window allows the recipients to perform an 
encryption/decryption operation. Encryption is performed by dragging a file in a file explorer or 
desktop to the right side of screen where a list of files are displayed. Then, the file is encrypted 
based on the access policy of the secure folder set when it created. Then, the encrypted file is 
uploaded and stored to the Cloud. For the decryption, a user simply clicks the file. As long as 
recipient’s private key attributes matches with the access policy associated with the encrypted 
file, the file is downloaded from the Cloud and decrypted and stored the local computer. 
 
While the processes, a public key and a corresponding recipient’s private key are stored in an 
application folder in the local computer. Therefore, the Cloud cannot decrypt the files on their 
storage. 
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5.4 Implementation Results 
 

We tested our implementation in the following system to measure and estimate the performance. 
For the elliptic curve, we use the type A (a_181_603) for the implementation. 
 

Processor Intel® Core™ i7-4600U CPU @ 2.10GHz 2.70 GHz  
RAM 16 GB 

OS Windows 7 SP1 64-bit  

 
For the fast encryption/decryption, we utilize the symmetric algorithm which is AES-256 to 
encrypt/decrypt files and hide the secret AES-128 key of each secure folder using CP-ABE 
scheme. 

 
We estimate the times to execute each algorithm. The setup algorithm takes 94.8 ms on average. 
Also, KeyGen algorithm linearly increases for the number of attributes that a user has as shown in 
Table 1. 

 
Table 1: performance of keygen depending on the number of user’s attributes 

 

# of attributes  2 4 6 8 10 

KeyGen (ms)  230.2 425 616.3 816.3 1038.6 

 
We also run encryption and decryption algorithm. The execution times are depending on both the 
number of attributes (non-negated attributes) and the number of attributes with not gate (negated 
attributes). We set a user to have five attributes but change the size of attributes for the 
simulations. The execution time of encryption increase almost evenly regardless of the type of 
attribute in an access policy. However, the execution time of decryption depends on the type of 
attributes in a policy. Negated attributes requires more decryption time. 
 

# of non-negated 
attributes 

1 2 3 4 5 

Encryption (ms)  81 140.3 211.3 267.3 335.6 

Decryption (ms)  38.4 60.7 82.9 102 130.4 

 
# of negated attributes 
with 5 non-negated 
attributes 

1 2 3 4 

Encryption (ms)  401.6 436.4 503.8 577.8 

Decryption (ms)  217 288.3 377.8 475.1 

 
The time measures above does not depend on the size of a file since the file in the secure folder in 
the Cloud actually encrypted using AES-256 algorithm and CP-ABE was used only to 
encrypt/decrypt the AES secret key which is always 256 bits. 
 

6. LESSONS LEARNED 
 
ABE-based access control mechanism provides a great opportunity to better manage and share 
large datasets among multiple users. Though the promise is great, developing an ABE-based 
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implementation strategy is often difficult and time consuming due to lack of language and tools 
support. 
 
The time of our implementation, there were only two reference implementations of monotonic 
CP-ABE-scheme, one using a C language and the other with Java. If any developer wants to 
implement a CP-ABE in other languages such as .NET or Python, they are left with no other 
option but having to implement all functionalities from scratch. Currently there is no available 
non-monotonic CP-ABE but ours. 
 
Another problem with current support is with platform dependency. Though Java is independent 
from platform in theory but in practice it is often platform dependent. For example, Java crypto 
API we used for our application did not guarantee the same operation on different platforms. We 
used AES CBC algorithm for encryption/decryption. Though the encryption successfully worked 
on both desktop application and Android, the decryption did not work on Android. As it turned 
out, the way padding was added for the AES CBC algorithms were different from the desktop 
application to Android. The strategy adopted for AES CBC padding for Android was not 
compatible with cpabe library we were using; as a result, decryption operation didn’t work on the 
Android application. 
 

7. RELATED WORK 
 
Cryptography is one of the most promising ways to providing secure access control [7] [11]. The 
initial applications of cryptographically enforced access control [3] [6] were influential, but 
omitted some details which are required to practical implementations such as access policy 
update and key distributions. Recently, more practical cryptographically enforced access control 
mechanisms were proposed. They support a fine-grained access control using an advanced 
cryptographic primitives such as ABE and Predicate Encryption (PE). 
 
Li et al. [9] introduced a novel implementation of Muti-Authority ABE to provide an access 
control on the personal health records on the cloud storage. Their scheme supports a user 
revocation by redistributing users' private keys and update an access policy in ciphertexts. 
GORAM and A-GORAM [10] are suggested to provide a secure data sharing on the untrusted 
cloud storage. They provide a fine-grained access control using PE and hiding even an access 
patterns from the server. Their systems allow updating policy by re-encrypt both access policy 
and their corresponding data. Wang et al. [11] introduced Sieve which can provide a fine-grained 
access control on the untrusted cloud storage. Sieve supports dynamic and efficient user 
revocation. It needs to re-encrypt policy, but reduce a burden of re-encrypting all data using key 
homomorphic encryption [4][5]. Garrison et al. [7] showed that role based access control 
(RBAC$_0$) can be cryptographically enforced. Their system uses a simple identity based 
encryption or a traditional RSA, but they showed that this can be extended to support more 
complicated access control models using advanced cryptographic primitives such as HIBE and 
ABE. 
 
Although those systems well realize complicated and practical access model with advanced 
cryptographic primitives, supporting dynamic access control is still difficult. Even very recent 
work [7][11] requires both redistributing all valid users' keys and updating ciphertexts to revoke 
invalid users. Redistributing all users' keys needs secure communications with users and 
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administrator and Updating ciphertexts requires that decryption and re-encryption. Therefore, 
they need intensive communications and computations. 

 
Kim and Surya [8] suggested the system which provided a flexible revocation. Their system 
utilizes CP-ABE supports non-monotonic access structure suggested by Yamada et al. [12] and 
introduced a revocation algorithm without redistributing users' keys using negated attributes in 
access policies. However, their system is not system-wise implementation. It only implements 
and estimate the Yamada’s ABE schemes in C using PBC [14]. 
 

8. CONCLUSION 
 
We proposed a client application that implements a non-monotonic CP-ABE. Our proposed client 
application sits in between the cloud application and cloud storages offering not only encryption 
and decryption processing to safeguard user’s sensitive data but also effective access control 
mechanism to allow multiple users sharing the data. We described the design consideration, 
system architecture and practical algorithms to apply an ABE-based scheme. We showed that it is 
possible to develop a ABE-based solution and can offer much flexible access control mechanisms 
for multiple users unlike public key infrastructure. 

 
In a practical system, access policy is dynamic rather than static. Users can be added and deleted 
while the system is operating. Particularly, user revocation is difficult since invalid users must be 
successfully and immediately revoked from the system. We plan to implement a revocation 
mechanism [8] in our application in the near future. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Day by day data is increasing, and most of the data stored in a database after manual 

transformations and derivations. Scientists can facilitate data intensive applications to study 

and understand the behaviour of a complex system. In a data intensive application, a scientific 

model facilitates raw data products to produce new data products and that data is collected 

from various sources such as physical, geological, environmental, chemical and biological etc. 

Based on the generated output, it is important to have the ability of tracing an output data 

product back to its source values if that particular output seems to have an unexpected value. 

Data provenance helps scientists to investigate the origin of an unexpected value. In this paper 

our aim is to find a reason behind the unexpected value from a database using query inversion 

and we are going to propose some hypothesis to make an inverse query for complex aggregation 

function and multiple relationship (join, set operation) function. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 

Data Provenance, Structured Query Language (SQL), Query Processing, Query Inversion. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
In the database system domain:  Data provenance, a kind of metadata, it is called lineage or 

pedigree which provides description of the origins of a piece of data and the process by which it 

arrived in a database. At present time, in different areas, such as e-science, data-warehousing etc. 

are required by origin of data to avoid unexpected value. To find data provenance the author has 

introduced different techniques such as GIS, VDL (Virtual Data Language), DB-Notes, BF05, 

SPG05a, SPG05b etc. But, the relation-ship between the data and its sources is very complex and 
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difficult to identify. So we want to use a kind of data provenance technology to automatically find 

out from where the unexpected data users were obtained from when users see the anomalous and 

suspicious data. To get better result we are going to introduce query inversion technique for some 

complex aggregation or multiple relationship function. Uses of the property by which some 

derivations can be inverted to find the input data supplied to them to derive the output data. 

Examples include, if an output of a database query Q applied on some source data D and given 

tuple is T then we want to understand which tuples in D contributed to get the output tuple T. A 

natural approach is to generate a new query Q0, determined by Q, D and T, such that when the 

query Q0 is applied to D, it generates a collection of input tuples that contributed to the output 

tuple T. In other words, we would like to identify the provenance by inverting the original query 

[10]. 

 

2. OVERVIEW OF EXISTING APPROACHES 
 
Representing data provenance has two major approaches: annotation and inversion. Inversion 

approach is used to operate on an output data to find an input data. In area of data warehouses, 

Cui, Widom, and Wiener [27] first introduced the problem of relational database tracing data 

using query inversion. A disadvantage of this approach is that it cannot be used as sub-queries of 

normal relational queries and only partially benefit from the query optimization of the underlying 

Database Management System (DBMS). Another mechanism is called where-provenance [1]. 

Mainly, we use this technique for determining where annotations are propagated from. Boris 

Glavic et al. [28] also introduced a mechanism that is call Provenance Extension Relational 

Model (PERM). The PERM prototype supports provenance computation using Structured Query 

Language (SQL). But the disadvantage of this technique is that it does not work for correlated 

sub-queries. 

 

One of the earlier definitions was given in the context of geographic information system (GIS). In 

GIS, data provenance is known as lineage which explicates the relationship among events and 

source data in generating the data product [1]. In the context of data-base systems, data 

provenance provides the description of how a data product is achieved through the transformation 

activities from its input data [2]. 

 

Annotation systems like DB-Notes [CTV05] and MONDRIAN [GKM05] is a common approach 

in life sciences [4] and it enables a user to annotate data item with an arbitrary number of notes 

which are normally propagated when annotated data is transformed. 

 

VDL (Virtual Data Language) provides query and data definition facilities for the Chimera 

system [3] and it supports relational or object-oriented databases and SQL-like transformations. 

 

The PReServ (Provenance Recording for Services) [GMM05, GJM+06a] approach uses a central 

provenance management service. It uses a common interface to enable different storage systems 

as a provenance store. 

 

Trio is a recursive traversing lineage algorithm to achieve complete provenance of a par-ticular 

output tuple which introduces a new query language TriQL [5] to deal with uncer-tainty and 

lineage information. 

 

3. QUERY INVERSION MECHANISM 
 
A considerable research effort has been made by the database community to manage data 

provenance. Data provenance can be defined at different granularity levels such as relation or 

tuple. Furthermore, data provenance has been categorized based on the type of queries (e.g. why, 
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where, how) it can satisfy. Different techniques have been proposed to generate data provenance 

in the context of a database system. But we are using query inversion techniques to find out data 

provenance from relational and complex database system easiest and fastest way. 

 

To find specific data from databases we used some query. But we do not know behind this query 

at the execution time compiler need to process some tuples to generate output. Sometimes due to 

those tuples we get some unexpected results. We can not find which tuple is responsible for this 

unexpected value. But following our query inversion technique we have become able to find the 

problem showing the original data (see figure 1). Example, we wanted to see the sum of salary as 

per job category. 

 
 

Figure 1. Data provenance technique overview. 

 

Code: select job,sum(salary) from emp group by job 

 
So we wrote above query to see the result, but it was showing an “Invalid number”. Although 

our query is right but it was showing unexpected result because in our database there might be 

unwanted tuple. Due to that tuple this query is not working properly. Now we need to check all 

the values of the database to figure out the problem but at the present time the data is increasing 

and we have to process a huge amount of data daily. So it is not possible to check all the values 

and it is not time efficient. After analyzing the query we have developed an inverse query that is 

showing that unexpected tuple.  

 

Code: select job,salary from emp where job in (select job from emp group by job) (see 

figure 2). 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Showing the unexpected tuple using an inverse query. 
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3.1. Inverse Query hypothesis making technique 

Inversion technique provides compact representation of provenance and this is the main 

advantage of this technique. But it is restricted to a certain class of multiple relationship queries 

and not universally applicable [26]. So in this section, our aim is to provide a hypothesis about 

possibility of developing of inverse query technique that can eliminate a limitation of multiple 

relationship queries.  

 

When we need data manipulation we use some queries to get output but behind this output 

compiler need to process some tuples. After analyzing those tuples we have introduced some keys 

and extra tuples for our inverse query. Here we have described some complex aggregation and 

multiple relationship function in a generalized form of query and inverse query. We also have 

described the flow chart of the whole development procedure. In the flow chart we have to follow 

a life cycle to complete our inverse query (see figure 3, 4, 5). A Life cycle is a Black Arrow → 

Green Arrow → Red Arrow → Green Arrow. 

 

3.1.1. Aggregation Functions 

Oracle and other query languages support at least five aggregation functions such as min, max, 

count, sum, and avg. Aggregate functions are handled by adding parameter values to the group by 

list and adding the keyword condition for the aggregate column in the having clause instead of the 

where clause of the inverted query. For example if the general form query is: 

 

Code: select ∆H1, f(∆H2) from r group by ∆H1 having <predicate> 
 

Then, the inverse query is as follows: 

 

Code: select ∆H1, ∆H2 from r where ∆H1 in (select ∆H1 from r group by ∆H1 having 

<predicate> 
 

Now, when adding keyword selections to the above keyword inverse query, any selections related 

to ∆H1 are added to the WHERE clause as before; however, selections relating to f(∆H2) are 

added to a HAVING clause. 

The relational algebraic translation of our above inverse query is: 

 

∏∆H1, ∆H2,…∆Hn( ԾԾԾԾp^contains((∆H1, ∆H2,… ∆Hn),k)(r)) ∩ ∏∆H1, ∆H2,… ∆Hn( ԾԾԾԾp^contains((∆H1, ∆H2,… 

∆Hn),k)>0 (r))  
 

Here ∏=select clause, Ծ=where clause for predicate, p=projection of attributes and r=table name. 

 

Example of complex Aggregation function: Our generalized approach will work for all normal, 

complex and multiple relational aggregation functions. 

 

Code: select sum(e.sal), count(t.deptno) from emp e, dept t 

 

Now if we want to make an inverse query following our algorithm (see figure 3) for complex 

relationship, first of all we need to put select key then all attributes, from keyword and table 

name. After that according our algorithm, we need to put where keyword and first attribute 

without function attribute value, but here we can see that without function attribute there is no 

attribute, so we do not need to check the rest of the query after a table name. Our final inverse 

query will be as following: 
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Code: select e.sal, t.deptno from emp e, dept t   

Following our generalized formula, it is possible to find data provenance for all simple, complex 

and multiple relationship aggregation functions. But for some correlated sub-queries our 

generalized formula does not work and it is the only limitation. 

 
Figure 3. Inverse Query making procedure for aggregation functions. 

 

3.1.2. Join Operation 

The problem of join ordering is very restricted and at the same time it is a very complex one 

because it combines two or more tables in a relational database. At the compilation time if it has 

found any abnormal tuple it can not produce a result. So it is very difficult to find out the problem 

after searching multiple tables. For every tuple in the left input an output tuple must be produced 

for every tuple in the right input. A join operation can be implemented much more efficiently. 

The approaches to handle the join operations are very similar to the ones for handling the 

aggregation function queries that are described in detail in the above section (3.1.1) but the 

difference is here we need to create a relationship between two or multiple tables. For example if 

the general form query is: 

 

Code: select ∆H1, f(∆H2) from r1 natural join r2 group by ∆H1 having <predicate> 

 

Then, the inverse query is as follows: 

 

Code: select ∆H1, ∆H2 from r1 natural join r2 where ∆H1 in (select ∆H1 from r1 natural 

join r2 group by ∆H1 having <predicate> 

 

In this case we have to be more careful about the tuples in relationship to the different tables.  

The relational algebraic translation of our above inverse query is: 
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∏∆H1, ∆H2,…∆Hn( ԾԾԾԾp^contains((∆H1, ∆H2,… ∆Hn),k)(r⋈⋈⋈⋈r)) ∩ ∏∆H1, ∆H2,… ∆Hn( ԾԾԾԾp^contains((∆H1, ∆H2,… 

∆Hn),k)>0 (r⋈⋈⋈⋈r))  
 

Here ∏=select clause, Ծ=where clause for predicate, p=projection of attributes, r=table name and 

⋈⋈⋈⋈=join operation name. 

 

 
Figure 4. Inverse Query making procedure for join operation. 

 

Example of complex Join operation: Our generalized approach will work for all normal, 

complex and multiple relational join operations. 

 

Code: select count(cus.cust_first_name), sum(ord.order_total), sum(pro.quantity) from 

demo_customers cus natural join demo_orders ord natural join demo_order_items pro 
 

Now if we want to make an inverse query following our algorithm (see figure 4) for multiple  

relationship, first of all we need to put select key then all attributes, from keyword and table name 

with join keyword. After that according our algorithm, we need to put where keyword and first 

attribute without function attribute value, but here we can see that without function attribute there 

is no attribute, so we do not need to check the rest of query after a table name. Our final inverse 

query will be as following: 

 

Code: select cus.cust_first_name,ord.order_total,pro.quantity from demo_customers cus 

natural join demo_orders ord  natural join demo_order_items pro 

Following our generalized formula it is possible to find data provenance for all simple, complex 

and multiple relationship join operations. But for some correlated sub-queries our generalized 

formula does not work and it is the only limitation. 
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3.1.3. Set Operation 

Set operation allows to be combined the results of multiple queries into a single result. Queries 

containing set operators are called compound queries. It includes union, intersect, minus 

operation in a database. 

 

3.1.3.1 Intersect 

 

A Set Intersection can be handled by individually inverting a query with respect to each keyword 

and then taking a join of the inverted queries on the common parameters. Let’s consider a general 

query: 

 

Code: select ∆H1 from r where <predicate1> intersect select ∆H1 from r where 

<predicate2> 

 
Then, the inverse query is as follows: 

 

Code: select distinct ∆H1, ∆H2, ∆H3….. from r where <predicate1> and ∆H1 in (select ∆H1 

from r where <predicate2> 

 
The relational algebraic translation of our above inverse query is: 

∏∆H1, ∆H2,…∆Hn( ԾԾԾԾp^contains((∆H1, ∆H2,… ∆Hn) ∩k>0))( r⋈⋈⋈⋈r)) ∩ ∏∆H1, ∆H2,… ∆Hn( ԾԾԾԾp^contains((∆H1, 

∆H2,… ∆Hn),k)>0 (r⋈⋈⋈⋈r))  
 

 3.1.3.2 Union 

 
Handling the Union clause is complex mainly due to these reasons: 

 

1. Each subquery involved in the Union may contain some of the keywords. 

 

2. Each subquery in the Union may contain only a subset of the overall query parameters. 

 

The approaches to handle the Union clause are very similar to the ones for handling the intersect 

queries and are described in detail in section (3.1.3.3). Let’s consider a general query: 

 

Code: select ∆H1 from r where <predicate1> union select ∆H1 from r where <predicate2> 
 

Then, the inverse query is as follows: 

 

Code: select distinct ∆H1, ∆H2, ∆H3….. from r where <predicate1> or ∆H1 in (select ∆H1 

from r where <predicate2> 
 

The relational algebraic translation of our above inverse query is: 

 

∏∆H1, ∆H2,…∆Hn( ԾԾԾԾp^contains((∆H1, ∆H2,… ∆Hn) ՍՍՍՍ k>0))( r⋈⋈⋈⋈r)) ∩ ∏∆H1, ∆H2,… ∆Hn( ԾԾԾԾp^contains((∆H1, 

∆H2,… ∆Hn),k)>0 (r⋈⋈⋈⋈r))  
 
3.1.3.3 Minus/Except 

 
The Minus/Except clause/operator is used to combine two SELECT statements and returns rows 

from the first SELECT statement that are not returned by the second SELECT statement. This 

means except/minus returns only rows, which are not available in the second SELECT statement. 
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Let’s consider a general query: 

 

Code: select ∆H1 from r where <predicate1> minus select ∆H1 from r where <predicate2> 
 

Then, the inverse query is as follows: 

 

Code: select distinct ∆H1, ∆H2, ∆H3….. from r where <predicate1> and ∆H1 not in (select 

∆H1 from r where <predicate2> 
The relational algebraic translation of our above inverse query is: 

 

∏∆H1, ∆H2,…∆Hn( ԾԾԾԾp^contains((∆H1, ∆H2,… ∆Hn) ∩k>0))( r⋈⋈⋈⋈r)) ¬∩ ∏∆H1, ∆H2,… ∆Hn( ԾԾԾԾp^contains((∆H1, 

∆H2,… ∆Hn),k)>0 (r⋈⋈⋈⋈r))  
 

 
 

Figure 5. Inverse Query making procedure for set operation. 

 

Example of complex Set operation: Our generalized approach will work for all normal, 

complex and multiple relational set operations. 

 

Code: select course_id from section where semester='Fall' and year=2009 intersect select 

course_id from section where semester='Spring' and year=2010 union select course_id from 

teaches where semester='Fall' and year=2009 
 

From above query we can see that there are two set operations: intersect and union. So following 

our algorithm (see figure 5), the inverse query will be: 

 

Code: select course_id,semester,year from section where semester='Fall' and year=2009 and 

course_id in (select course_id from section where semester='Spring' and year=2010) or 

course_id in ( select course_id from teaches where semester='Fall' and year=2009) 
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Following our generalized formula it is possible to find data provenance for all simple, complex 

and multiple relationship set operations. But for some correlated sub-queries our generalized 

formula does not work and it is the only limitation. 

 

3.2. Prototype Development Algorithm: 
 

First of all we have separated all keys, tables, attributes and predicates from the main query then 

we have checked the query to find it,s aggregation, set operation or join operation. Finally our 

prototype dynamically set those values following the sequence of the previous flow chart (see 

figure 3, 4, 5). 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Algorithm for separating keys, attributes, tables and predicate. 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
 
We have developed a prototype that is providing an inverse query for any given query. After that 

we have checked this inverse query is right or wrong in Oracle Database XE 11.2.  We have 

written a query to get total summation of salary and bonus information the specific department 

name category field. 

 

Query: select dept_name,sum(bonus+salary) from instructor group by dept_name 

Output: Invalid Number 
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After that, now we want to know how to get the above results which tuples are working and 

which one is responsible for an unexpected result. Then we use our inverse query:  

 

Inverse Query: select dept_name,bonus,salary from instructor where dept_name in(select 

dept_name from instructor group by dept_name) 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Output of inverse query for above aggregation function. 

 

From our inverse query output (see figure 7) we can see that there is a tuple which contains an 

unexpected value. Due to this value our main query provides an unexpected result. 

We tested for set operation and join query, we got accurate result to find data provenience. 

 

Query: select course_id from section where semester='Fall' and year=2009 intersect select 

course_id from section where semester='Spring' and year=2010 union select course_id from 

teaches where semester='Fall' and year=2009 minus select course_id from takes where 

semester='Fall' and year=2010 (see figure 8). 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Output of above intersect query. 

 

Inverse query: select course_id,semester,year from section where semester='Fall' and 

year=2009 and course_id in (select course_id from section where semester='Spring' and 

year=2010) or course_id in ( select course_id from teaches where semester='Fall' and 

year=2009) and course_id not in (select course_id from takes where semester='Fall' and 

year=2010) (see figure 9). 

 

 
 

 Figure 9. Output of above intersect inverse query. 
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Query: select cust_first_name,sum(order_total),sum(quantity) from demo_customers 

natural join demo_orders natural join demo_order_items group by cust_first_name (see 

figure 10). 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Output of above join query. 

 

Inverse Query: select cust_first_name,order_total,quantity from demo_customers natural 

join demo_orders natural join demo_order_items where cust_first_name in(select 

cust_first_name from demo_customers natural join demo_orders natural join 

demo_order_items group by cust_first_name) (see figure 11). 

 

 
Figure 11. Output of above join inverse query. 

 
Finally, we have become able to find the data provenance (see figure 2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11) using our 

inverse query. Now if any user gets an abnormal or unexpected value, or they want to check 

behind their query, which tuples work, they can easily check by creating an inverse query. 

 

4.1. Performance Evaluation: 
 
To check performance of our new algorithm all experiments are performed on Intel core i3 

machine with 4 GB ram and the size of our test database 10MB, 100MB and 500MB. For testing 

we have used three types of SQL query such as normal (Q1), complex (Q2) and multiple 

relationship (Q3) of four tables. To get execution time for each query we wrote “set statistics time 
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on” before our query and at the end of our query we also added “set statistics time off”. We 

evaluated execution time of each query for aggregation function (see table 1), join operation (see 

table 2) and set operation (see table 3). Analyzing the experimental results of aggregation 

function (see table 1), we can see that in most of cases there is a little time execution difference 

between the main query and the inverse one. If we compare small (10MB) and large (500MB) 

datasets, the execution time of our inverse queries is not increasing too much. 

 
Table 1. The Execution time for each query of Aggregation function. 

 

Query           10MB            100MB          500MB 

Query Inverse query Query Inverse 

query 

Query Inverse query 

Q1 35 ms   36 ms 69 ms 76 ms 77 ms 94 ms 

Q2 66 ms   69 ms 149 ms 157 ms 158 ms 169 ms 

Q3 19 ms   321 ms 29 ms 575 ms 31 ms 581 ms 

 
Table 2. The Execution time for each query of Join operation. 

 

Query           10MB            100MB          500MB 

Query Inverse query Query Inverse 

query 

Query Inverse query 

Q1 49 ms  70559 ms 69 ms 109513 ms 77 ms 250124 ms 

Q2 52 ms   88015 ms 81 ms 191092 ms 98 ms 398029 ms 

Q3 55 ms   90939 ms 92 ms 220306 ms 123 ms 502196 ms 

 
Table 3. The Execution time for each query of Set operation. 

 

Query           10MB            100MB          500MB 

Query Inverse query Query Inverse 

query 

Query Inverse query 

Q1 3 ms   9598 ms 8 ms 15598 ms 11 ms 18400 ms 

Q2 2 ms   8598 ms 9 ms 15101 ms 12 ms 18139 ms 

Q3 3 ms   9321 ms 14 ms 17004 ms 19 ms 21409 ms 

 

Execution time changes rather high from main query to inverse query for join and set operations. 

And if we compare the execution time of our inverse query for small (10MB) and large (500MB) 

datasets, the difference will be higher due to in this case a processor needs to process a huge 

dataset to provide the results. 

 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

Nowadays, provenance of data products is a widely-studied topic that attracts much attention of 

researchers. In this paper the main focus was to provide a guideline to find data provenance for 

unexpected values. To solve this problem we used an inverse query mechanism. Therefore, we 

showed that can easily find data provenance with the use of inverse queries. We proposed the 
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generalized forms that work for all types of normal, complex and multiple relationship queries 

except nested query. We presented also the execution times of our inverse queries for small and 

large datasets. Finally, we found that the execution time is not high for large datasets comparing 

to small datasets, and in most of the cases our solution is rather fast. Thus this technique can be 

used in different applications. For example, we generate business reports using different 

applications. If we suspect any errors in these reports, we have to check the related source 

datasets manually. Now this problem has been solved by using the proposed technique, as we can 

easily find the possible error in rather efficient way. 

 

Since the proposed technique does not work for sub-queries, but only works for normal, complex 

and multiple relationship functions, the sub-queries go in focus of future research. Thus we plan 

to solve the sub-queries problem by improving the technique and develop a web prototype so that 

any user could generate the inverse query related his or her main query. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper describes an innovative computer system framework supporting robot automation 

programming, by a gesture controlled “show and tell” process, whereby human experts 

describe their goals of a process to be learned, and demonstrate via positional sensors(such as 

Microsoft Kinect or Leap Motion) the actions necessary to achieve those goals. These inputs are 

collected and optimized by the robot mentoring process, interpreted back to the human expert 

for confirmation feedback and/or subsequent fine tuning. This framework, is a pedagogical 

model, modelled on a professional human process needed to mentor others. We have applied 

this concept in an innovative way to mentor robots with gesture control and machine learning. 

 

KEYWORDS 

 

AI, Automation; Robotics; Deep Learning; Really Useful Machine Learning. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
As technology advances and novel tools in AI and IoT emerge, paradigm shifts in industrial 

settings becomes more and more imperative. Accelerating the manufacturing process has been 

supported via different practices such as rapid prototyping technology as well as facilitated setup 

and intuitive programming interface for conventional manufacturing process. Offline 

programming of the robots within an intuitive 3D modeling and simulation environment has 

attracted lots of attentions in the recent decade as a solution to speed up the “order-to-delivery” 

process [1]. In this regard, this paper proposes an organized procedure for a smart master 

mentoring process aiming at “automating the automation” using AI tools such as Deep Learning 
and rule extraction methods such as Really Useful Machine Learning (RUMLSM) [2] a patent 

pending process [3]. 

 

Heuristic motion training approaches such as robot learning by demonstration and interactive 

human robot interface for path planning is one of the research areas that has properly been 

investigated before[4], [5].To this end, different conventional tools such as Deep Learning [6], 

[7],reinforcement learning [8], and hidden Markov model[9], and probabilistic segmentation of 
movement primitives [10]can be used. Moreover, heuristic mathematical models and 

methodologies in probabilistic filtering and inference such as feedback-based information 

roadmap[11], filtering in presence of partial observation [12],[13],and adaptive uncertainty 

propagation for coupled multidisciplinary systems [14]have the potential to improve the 

robustness of the proposed framework against the uncertainties in dynamical environment.   

 

Such motion training approaches can potentially profit the automation industry. However, a 

holistic paradigm shift in automation industry in order to expedite the order-to-delivery process is 
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a chain yet with several lost rings that need to be addressed. The new paradigm must provide 

solutions for different domains, applications, goals and tasks. It also needs to provide the 

rationalization behind the provided solutions such that one can evaluate its the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the solutions. Such a rationalization can extend the applicability of the gained 

expertise into new domains by extrapolating the rationale to similar tasks in a new domain. The 

master mentoring process not only provides a step-by-step training framework from beginner to 

expert stages but also incorporates new approaches such as learning by demonstration and smart 

motion planning to facilitate the programming of the robots. Furthermore, it utilizes RUML
SM

 

Learning [3] to rationalize the acquired knowledge. The proposed training framework, is a 

pedagogical model, modelled on a professional human process needed to mentor others. We have 
applied this concept in an innovative way to mentor robots with gesture control and machine 

learning. 

 

2. METHOD 
 

Figure 1 illustrates show & tell process for a master mentoring robot training process; the 

description is of the major embodiments in the figure.  First an abstract / generic description of 

the stages is described, then an example is given as to its application to the “Show and Tell 

Master Mentoring Robot Training Process” specifics. 
 

 
Figure 1. Master Mentoring Process is a Show & Tell Process proposed in this paper to automate the 

automation and to train the robots. 

See Figure 2 for illustration example of non-readiness stage, where we are at an unaware 

incompetence situation. The human expert user (hereafter referred to as the Trainer) specifies the 

domain of the learning application and the goals of the process being trained.  For example: 

Domain - Six Axis Robot Pick and Place; Goal -To Pick from Conveyor a Specified Tool and 

Place it into a Storage Container.  The Robot Mentoring system has software to recognize the 

match of the Domain to an Application Library set.  In addition, the specification of the Goal first 
seeks to determine if a matching Application definition pre-exists to be used or sets up a new 

Application definition based on either a) Drop down Menu driven by the context of the 

Domain/Application specification and Goals, or b) Natural Language Processing (NLP) parsing 

of the Domain/Application specification and Goals.   
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Figure 2. An intuitive user interface is provided to select the domain, application and finally define the 

goals. 

Figure 3 for illustration example for novice stage, where we are at an aware incompetence 

situation. Basic gesture learning of objects and actions is useful for process tasks that have many 

alternative options for physical movement, e.g., the movement of a Robotic Arm (kinematics) for 

point A to point B in a 3D space. Motion capture technology, such as provided by Position 

Sensors, Proprioception (Stereoscopic and Depth detection by visual and/or ultrasonic) Sensors, 

can be used.  The Trainer performs a motion, this is captured in a 3D Simulation software 

package.  The Simulation is played back to the Trainer for fine tuning.  For object assignment 

tasks the Motion capture technology can be used to point at Objects, and assign them labels as 

appropriate to the Application specification, whereas an application is referred to the main task of 

the automation goal such as Pick and Place, Screw driving, Cutting, Dispensing, etc.For instance, 

one can consider pointing at a Storage container for a Place process to deliver a Specified tool to 

in a Pick and Place Application specification.   

 

 
Figure 3. Experts demonstrate via a motion capture sensor to the robot how to travel on a trajectory to 

perform a specific task. 
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Figure 4 for illustrates an example of advanced novice stage, where we are still at aware 

incompetence but more practical scenarios can be investigated. Setting out 3D simulation and 

Digital Twin is used to provide a realistic simulation environment. Having defined the Domain 
and Goal for an Application specification as mentioned in the two prior stages above, and having 

developed a 3D Model/Simulation of the process, the concept of a Digital Twin is available.  The 

Digital Twin is whereby design work can be conducted within the Simulation environment, and 

for this to map to the deliverable design in the Physical environment (i.e., the Robot physically 

executing the process in a test/development or production scenario).  Changes in the Production 

scenario would be captured and changes made the Simulation environment and vice versa.  The 

advantage of this is twofold:  a) Simulation environments are based on physical models, and may 
be imperfect in comparison to the actual physical environment, and the capture of anomalies and 

divergence will help the simulation to improve; b) Once a test/development environment is 

deployed, changes will likely be ongoing as version upgrades to the environment and/or objects 

occur, causing maintenance of the process and Application specification.   

 
Figure 4. Digital twining as a tool to online monitoring of peripheral changes is employed to have a realistic 

simulation environment.  

See Figure 5 for illustration example of beginning proficiency stage, where we are at an aware 

competence situation. Learning of possible schemas and stratagems with Twin Space (Design and 

Tests):  In this case multiple scenarios can be tested to optimize the performance of the system.  

E.g., performance in terms of speed, wear and tear, power usage and precision may be set up as 

metrics for the characterization of the simulation and a multi-attribute utility analysis (a data 

science weighted selection matrix).  Optimum solutions can be searched for, once the three prior 
stages are achieved. 

 

See Figure 6 for illustration example of proficient stage, where we are still at an aware 

competence situation. However, we can start learning more sophisticated automation scenarios. 

As the knowledge base grows, the AI Planning and Optimization of Schemas/Stratagems 

(Reconfiguration and Test) can contribute more and more.  Once many instances of optimization 

in the prior stage are undertaken, and captured in a structured data set, this data set can be subject 

to AI Machine Learning/Deep Learning to recognize the optimum schemas/stratagems. Simple 

articulation of the schemas/stratagems can be provided (e.g., schema X1 was selected).  

 

Actual Environment Simulation Environment

Digital Twin
ADVANCED NOVICE
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Figure 5. Multiple scenarios for different applications and tasks are collected and optimized through the 

digital twin equipped simulation environment and the results are stored as the knowledge base.  

 
Figure 6. For different applications and tasks, the acquired knowledge base can be transferred into an actual 

AI framework using Deep Learning.  

See Figure 7 for illustration example of expert stage, where we enter an unaware competence 

situation. AI Rationalization of Learned Schemas/Stratagems (Compliance and Explanation) is 

the eventual stage of the proposed work.  It is anticipated that in many cases, there is in practice a 

need for automated system to be able to rationalize why it has selected a schema.  E.g., to ensure 

there is compliance to a regulated requirement for process to conform to guidelines (not all 

processes, even apparently efficient ones may comply.)  Deep Learning systems at the time of this 

application are recognized as having a weakness in this area [15]. Innovative “rule-extraction” 

systems that interrogate the Deep Learning systems and produce best fit rules that the system is 
performing against are a means for such compliance checking. The authors have filed a 

provisional patent application in this area [3]. 
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Figure 7. Gradually the rationalization of the relationship between the solution provided for different 

applications and tasks is obtained using a Really Useful Machine Learning. 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

 
An innovative computer system framework is presented that supports robot automation 

programming by a gesture controlled “show and tell” process, whereby human experts describe 

their goals of a process to be learned, and demonstrate via positional sensors the actions necessary 

to achieve those goals. These inputs are collected and optimized by the robot mentoring system, 
interpreted back to the human expert for confirmation feedback and/or subsequent fine tuning. 

This framework, is a pedagogical model, modelled on a professional human process needed to 

mentor others. We have applied this concept in an innovative way to mentor robots with gesture 

control and machine learning. 

 

A six-stage training process from beginner to expert is provided by example, where the level of 

the expertise will transform from an unaware incompetence to unaware competence, then to 
aware competence, and eventually end up at an unaware competence where the rationalization of 

the trained skills is obtained. The proposed framework provides a holistic solution to automate the 

automation step-by-step using AI tools. The application of such a training framework can not 

only facilitate the manufacturing process but can also significantly accelerate the order-to-

delivery process in industrial automation.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

This research work discusses how an integrated open source intelligence framework can help 

the law enforcements and government entities who are investigating crimes based on statistical 

and graph analysis on Twitter data. The solution supports a real-time and off-line analysis of 

the tweets collections. The framework employs tools that support big data processing 

capabilities, to collect, process and analyze a huge amount of data. The outline solution 

supports content and textual based analysis, helping the investigators to dig into a person and 

the community linked to that person based on a tweet. Our solution supports an investigative 

processes composed of the following phases (i) find suspicious tweets and individuals based on 

hash tags analysis (ii) classify the user profile based on Twitter features (iii) identify influencers 

in the FOAF networks of the senders (iiii) analyze these influencers’ background and history to 

find hints of past or current criminal activity. 
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1. OVERVIEW 

 
Twitter is a microblogging service for sharing messages restricted to 140 characters [1]. Twitter 

provides some features for users to communicate with each other: 1. Posts: Twitter provides to 

the users posting features in which they can post messages on their personal page. 2. Hashtags: 

Twitter users can use hashtag which is written on the format of: #hashtag, which is relating the 

tweet to a certain topic. Hashtags are searchable in Twitter; the users can search by a hashtag and 

retrieve the tweets related to that hashtag. Mentions: Mentions is written on format of 

“@username”, users can use mention to refer a message to another user. Replays: Replay is 

another interaction way that is used to replay messages. Favorites: Users can favorite a tweet, 

Twitter provides the count of the favorite related to a tweet as an information. Retweet: Twitter 

has feature of retweets, which means that user can repost a tweet of someone else, the original 

writer will always appear. Retweeted tweets provide the number of retweets of that tweet as 

information. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

Many researchers have done a lot of work in analyzing Twitter for event detections and event 

predictions, most researchers have used Twitter features to conduct the analysis, such as: retweets 

and mentions. Most prediction techniques of events have been derived using textual analysis or 

sentimental analysis. However, it has been shown that predicting of events can be done without 

textual analysis or sentimental analysis with successful results, they are several ways that have 

been used for this purpose: users’ communication analysis [3, 4, 5], account analysis[6, 7, 8], 

prediction of events based on sentiments analysis [9, 10, 11]. Also, it has been showing that 

Twitter can help on predicting crime location using linear regression [12]. Furthermore, crime 

analysis used node analysis for crime detection and understanding key players of terrorist on the 

social network[13, 14, 15]. This section is exploring the related work on crime analysis using 

social media and particularly in Twitter. 

 

2.1 Related Work on Framework for Crime Detection 
 

Christopher C. Yang and Tobun D. Ng have proposed a framework solution for crime related 

weblog including links and contents analysis and visualizations[5]. The main pillars of this 

framework: 1. extraction of community specific topics 2. Specifying the relationship between the 

bloggers in the social network 3. Content and sentimental analysis 4. Visualization of different 

level of abstractions. They also introduced some searching techniques, independent and 

dependent neighborhood graph, such as top N documents from seed set, and HITS algorithms for 

ranking algorithms. The authors were against NLP because of the difficulty of processing the text 

on the blogs since it is not always written in a proper language structure. They have introduced 

some visualization methodologies such as filtering the nodes and arcs which are less relevant to 

the searched target, having a fisheye view to get view picture of the relationship on the network 

and having the ability to dig down to other relationships without changing the structure.C. 

Christopher and D. N. Tobin covered significant criteria of crime identifications, but ignoring 

language processing will reduce the accuracy and increase the false positive results. The 

researchers have built a framework that only operates on blogs and did not show the way of 

verifying results. Also, it did not highlight the elimination techniques of false positive accounts. 

In addition, the authors did not suggest the technologies for implementing this framework. 

 

2.1.1 Twitter User Account Analysis 

 

Zhang and Paxson have developed a method to identify the automated Twitter account based on 

the behavior of the tweets on a periodic manner [6]. The study has declared that the organic 

Tweets represented on randomly distribution patterns; however, automated Tweet forming a 

structured pattern. The reason why it is formed that way, because usually they are running on a 

scheduler that tweets every minute or every day [6]. During the study, they have captured a small 

number of false positive results 2 out of 1000, and this was for a few accounts that update on a 

regular time basis; for example, students who update timeline every day after their classes. 

Another example, Dr. Phil updates his timeline every day before the show. Unlike the false 

positive, false negative has a higher probability and that was because of some reasons such as 

hybrid behavioral account which mask themselves with organic posts. Another reason is that 

some automated posts are based on RSS feed, not schedulers, so it is created with the feed 

updates. This evaluation can evade if the automated account has mutated its behavior according 

to know organic account. According to the analyzed data, 14% of the public account were posting 
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discernible automation [6]. While 24% were generated by automated bots, and 15% of the tweets 

were generated from the automated source [6]. The authors have also included verified accounts 

analysis, it has been found that most verified accounts belonged to celebrities and popular 

companies. They are many verified account that failed on the test such as popular brands, TV 

shows fans, political figures, news, non-profit organizations and government organizations. 

According to the finding most users are not verified accounts, 40% were verified users with the 

sample used. Surprisingly, the verified users seem to be automated account with compared to 

non-verified accounts, 6.9%, 16% consequently [6]. The researchers found that tweet source has 

clearly identify the account type, it is found that people used mostly phones for tweets while 

automated accounts used API to post tweets. The research has highlighted interesting findings of 

automated account based on the trained data, but the study did not include content or sentiment 

analysis to increase result accuracy. In addition, the reseach did not emphasize the age of the 

accounts and number of followers, as profile indication of automated or non automated accounts. 

 

Klatsch framework which analyzes the users’ behavior in Twitter feeds using graph 

analysis[7].The designed model represented as events and memes where actors have the role of 

creating the events, who represent the users whereby the memes represent the information in a 

needed level of detail. Each of these are related to a unit of weight and edges in the network 

structure. An example explaining this; event can be a tweet which is created by an actor who can 

be a user who posted, or retweeted a tweet. The intended solution aimed to identify organic and 

non-organic tweets, based on topologies of the Twitter communication network. In [7], the 

researchers have highlighted interesting topologies pattern of non-organic tweets. However, they 

did not provide how they utilize the sentiment analysis with the graph analysis. In addition, they 

did not cover user classification and evaluation of the tweet accuracy, which increases the false 

positive and false negative as well. 

 

2.1.2 Detection of Events Based on Twitter Communication 

 

In [3], the authors have proposed a system composed of two processes: online and offline 

processes. The online processes contain ranking and clustering, which intended to detect events, 

and online searching for analytics. The clustering model designed to group the similar tweets 

according to their geo location, and their relevant timeframe with respect to their importance. On 

the other hand, offline processes retrieve the data from the API crawler then extract the CDE 

related tweet according to classifiers, then index the data and store it in the database. The 

researchers have used several analytic techniques to extract event related to tweet such as: 1. 

linear regression to predict friends’ location when the information related to their location does 

not exist whereas tagged or mentioned by another user with geo location, 2. ranking techniques 

by using Twitter feature which analyzes the content according to crime or disaster related words 

such as kill or accident hashtag,3.user profile analysis using Twitter user feature by Twitter 

profile information and deciding whether the user are considered as credible or not. The analysis 

includes number of Twitter attributes such as: number of tweets, the age of the account and 

account verification information. 4. Usage feature is used to define the most important tweet 

explicitly and implicitly by having the number of retweets and favorites as an indicator. The 

research has identified key values to identify the CDE; however, it did not demonstrate how 

URLs can distinguish whether it is related to an event or not. In addition, it did not show how to 

correlate the hashtag to an event, they only related these parameters to geo locations, which is not 

always enabled in users’ account. Moreover, detecting the friend’s location from linear regression 

as they have mentioned may got error because location may differ each time, for example, 

whenever I met with my friends we always try to choose a new location! 
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Unlike TEDAS approach, in [4] the researchers have found an interesting pattern with respect to 

communication in Twitter during the world cup 2011 event, using non-textual data. They have 

considered the newly event, and the influencers of the event via users’ interactions, as posts for 

newly events, and retweets or mentions for the influencers. In addition, they have address a 

methodology to extract event from a raw number of tweets and retweets that occurred during 

these events using linear classifier. The authors have found that people are less social during the 

event; whereas they are busy with mentions, retweet and replies after the event, while they are 

posting about the event during the event. The authors in [4]have contributed in successful results 

the pattern of events related to world cup; however, the mechanisim fails to identify the creditable 

sources of the event to get more accurate results. In addition, this methodology fails to identify 

the event impact in the society, good or bad. 

 

2.1.3 Predicting Crime Location Using Linear Regression 

 

In [12], the author has used Twitter specific linguistic analysis and statistical analysis based on 

topics which are related to crimes, the study has examined sample of crimes in Chicago city, 

which contains the crime type with geo location records. The researcher used this as a historical 

data, then examining the geo location tagged tweets which are related to a crime. He has 

compared the traditional linear regression output with Twitter feature analytic for prediction. It 

has been shown that Twitter data has improved the results of the prediction; however, the author 

did not provide prediction of the crime that may happen on the location with time, so that the 

police get ready to prevent the crime from happening. Moreover, the current solution does not 

provide network analysis of the accounts, to identify the criminal. In addition, it is not studying 

account analysis, and trending topics, to have more accurate account and tweet credibility. 

 

2.1.4 Detecting Crimes Based on Nodes Analysis 
 

R. YK Lau, M. Kamal H and M. I. Pramanik, [13] have proposed a framework for detecting 

crimes based on criminal network patterns, the framework has used structure analysis based on 

centrality measures and network mapping. Each of these measures concluding a role or a 

dependency of criminal in the network. The researchers used a dataset from official site of the 

Los Angeles County Sheffi’s Department, the data collected was holding records from 2004 to 

2005. The researchers have studied several crime types and they used some attributes of the 

crimes for evaluation, each record was related to an individual criminal. In [13], they have only 

studied the relationship between the criminals on the social network, but it did not looked at other 

factors like weapons, locations, and organizations. 

 

In [14], the researchers have used similar algorithms used in [13]; however, they have also 

included Page Rank and eigenvector algorithms in the analysis of social network. The researchers 

used leaked data from data theft service of Nigerian advanced fee fraud scammer, then they have 

searched for Facebook accounts related to criminal people, getting their profiles. Using that 

technique, the researchers have linked criminal profile with their friends building the social 

network for analysis. The study has found that key members of criminals have high rank of 

centrality and well-connected members. H. Sarvari, E. Abozinadah, A. Mbaziira and D. Mccoy 

have found groups based on Facebook communities but they have not validate the 

communication of the email addresses, to accuratly identify the relationship between the parties 

and the strength of the relationships. 
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Ala in 2012, proposed graph algorithms to find the financial manager on a decentralized terrorist 

network. It's found out that financial manager is the most important node in the network, it’s the 

most operative and have an active relationship with other nodes in the network [15]. The 

researchers have used the subset of categories used in NATO (North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization) model, AIntP-3 data model. Ala has successfully defined the financial manager in 

the case study analyzed, finding that financial manager playing key player in the terrorist 

network. Ala has successfully identified the financial manager as a key player on the terrorist 

network; however, the study did not show how to detect the terrorist network in the diffused 

social network. The study did not show how to map nodes or actors to entity from data collection 

from social media, it is only explaining how graph analysis can be applied as in NATO with data 

collected from news. It did not demonstrate extraction of NATO categories from the social media. 

 

2.1.5 Prediction Based on Twitter Data Analysis 

 

There are many researches used Twitter data to predict events such as elections, plays, or crimes’ 

locations. They have used different aspect of Twitter data, such as Twitter communication which 

was explained on section 2.4, or content analysis of the text, which will be explained on the 

following subsection. Others they have studied historical data collected from non-social media 

source and map it with Twitter to predict crime location intensity. 

 

2.1.6 Prediction Based on Sentiment Analysis 
 

On the crime pattern detection using online social media [10], it addresses two main domains: geo 

based analysis of the tweets with respect to selected cities, and intensity analysis of the cities by 

applying sentiment analysis to the collected tweets. They are several tools used for sentiment 

analysis: subjective analysis which focuses on the opinion and ignores the facts, for this 

methodology “Bayes” and cut based classification were used. Another methodology that does 

polarity analysis of the subjective sentence. This classification composed of two classes binary 

and multiclass classification. The binary classification is composed of positive and negative 

whereas the multiclass classification is composed of five categories: strong positive, positive, 

neutral, negative, strong negative. Dictionary based ANEW was used as well, it’s providing a set 

of normalizing emotional rating for English words. Recursive Neural Tensor Network RNTN 

sentiment methodology used and it provides misclassifications: very positive, positive, very 

negative, and negative. The result of sentiment analysis with respect to the geolocation provides 

the trend of crimes that happened at that location. Raja’s research has address good sentiment 

analysis technique but the paper doesn’t provide solution to identify suspicious people that on the 

area or prediction techniques to identify crimes that may happened on the location. 

 

In 2011 A. Bermingham and A. F. Smeaton studied prediction of election results using volume 

based and sentiment analysis in Twitter [11]. The study was designed for the Irish general 

election which took place on the 25th February 2011. The data were collected for the main parties 

of the election. Finna Fail (FF), Green Party, Labour, Fine Gael (FG) and Sinn Fein (SF). The 

collection was based on hashtags of the names and abbreviation. The evaluation for the parties 

used different sample of time set. According to the study, the sentiment analysis has shown some 

positive results compared with the traditional volume based analysis, but also introduces failure. 

The researchers had failure in using sentiment analysis for prediction of the election, and find that 

volume based was more successful, concluding that was due to the popularity of the parties will 

make them get more polls. 
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They did not address the problem behind the problem of sentiment analysis was not accurate and 

they could not distinguish between from sentiment analysis between people preferences and 

people reaction to news. The authors did not analyze the credibility of the tweets and the sources 

which increased their errors. 

 

Ramteke, Shah, Godhia, Aadil have proposed a model to analyze election results using Twitter 

sentiment analysis [9]. The researchers have used public Twitter API to collect tweets, then they 

manually label the data using hashtag clustering. The authors used VADER (valence Aware 

Dictionary and Sentiment Reasoner) used for social media text, and it returns polarity of the 

sentence based on emotions. The researchers have collected data for training of two days, passing 

keywords: Democrats, Republicans, and the names of the candidates. They have compared 

several text-based classifiers for sentiment analysis: SVM linear kernel, SVM rbf kernel, SVM-

liblinear, Naïve Bayes – multinomial NB, after the training they have concluded that SVM with 

linear kernel was the most accurate and they have selected it for entity classifier. According to the 

analysis used, Ratio = |p|/T where p is the total number of positive tweets for a candidate and T is 

the total of the tweets that is related to the candidate. 

 

The research has addressed a good interpretation of sentiment analysis selection but it did not 

address the prediction of the winner. Also, the framework fails to provide automation analysis of 

the tweets, which require extraction of tweet body from the JSON to CSV for analysis, which is 

not feasible since data collection of Twitter is huge. Also, it does not provide features to compare 

the new and old data for analysis. 

 

3. PRELIMINARIES 
 

This section explains the concepts of network centrality and point out three types of centrality 

measurements, moreover, it is explaining the way to calculate each of these measurements. 

 

3.1 Network Centrality 
 

It has been found that network centrality analysis help on identifying many factors that may affect 

the network such as fast distribution of information, stopping evil nodes, and protecting the 

network from cracking[16]. According to [17]centrality is defined as: a way to formalize intuitive 

notions about the distinction between: the importance, and the internals and externals. They are 

three measures that highlight the importance of the node in the network: (i) betweenness,(ii) 

closeness, (ii) degree centrality 

 

3.1.1 Degree Centrality 
 

Degree centrality is the sum of the connection from a node to a node in the network, an example 

of this is authority, hub and PageRank algorithms [15]. The node with more number of links got a 

higher importance on the network. 

 

Equation 1[16] 
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The following equation is calculating the degree of node ni  where ni  network of nodes, which 

is the sum of the X edges between ni and nj 

 

 
Figure 1 Degree Centrality 

 

Figure1 showing different topologies with different values of degree, and it is observed that start 

topology has the highest degree of centrality which is Figure A. The more edges connected to the 

node the higher degree of centrality. High degree indicates importance of the node in the network, 

but if all node only connected to one node, which made this node high degree, but the graph is not 

well connected. An explanation of the above, if a node with five connections as shown in Figure 

A, has degree of five while the other nodes have degree of one because they all have one 

connection only, it made the graph low connectivity, because if a node was damaged the graph 

will be disjointed graph. For this reason, calculating the graph connectivity giving greater value to 

evaluate the graph, Freeman’s formula and centrality degree variance used for this purpose. 

 

Equation 2[15] 

 

 
 

Equation 3[16] 

 

 
 

Equation 2 has calculation of the variance between each node centrality, whereas equation 3 is 

Freeman’s formula, which has range from 0, to 1. Degree variance calculated as following: the 

difference between degree of centrality and the mean square divided by number of nodes. 

Freeman’s formula is calculated as following: the summation of difference between the maximum 

degree of centrality and the degree centrality of each node on the network divided by sample size. 
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3.1.2 Closeness centrality 
 

Closeness centrality is value of the distance of one node to other nodes in the network, it is 

calculated as the inverse of the summation of the distances between a node to other nodes in the 

network. 

 

Equation 4[16] 

 
 

Closeness measures how much nodes are reachable, and the possibility that nodes to be connected 

to each other. The higher closeness between nodes means the nodes are well connected, however, 

the lower closeness between the nodes means they may some disconnects between the nodes in 

the network, or the distances between the nodes are big. 

 

3.1.3 Betweenness centrality 
 

Betweenness centrality presenting the number of frequency that a node is between other nodes in 

the geodesic paths. Equation 5is calculating the betweenness, where gjk is the number of 

geodesics between jk, and gjk (ni) is the number that actor i is on network [16]. Equation 6 is the 

normalized version. 
 

Equation 5[16] 

 

 
 

Equation 6 [16] 

 

 
 

Betweenness measures the nodes that all shortest paths cross from them, which indicates an 

important node, if this node attacked it may damage the network. 

 

4. FRAMEWORK 
 

This section describes the framework approach of the solution provided, including the 

methodology and the tools used, how they are utilized to achieve their purpose. 

 

4.1 Introduction 
 

This research proposes a framework to analyze and extract intelligence from social media 

contents such as Twitter posts. The framework will be using powerful tools designed for the big 

data analytics such ELK (elasticsearch, logstash, kibana) cluster, and Neo4j graph associations 

and relationship diagram. The framework will include key features for data visualization, 

discovery, exploration, and analysis. This solution built to facilitate data search and filtering, 

moreover, it’s suggesting methodologies to detect the crime activity and predict criminals based 
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on Twitter data. The methodology used in this study begun with having predefined people 

accounts or hashtags that are related to crime, and originated from locations in the UAE. The 

collected data related to historical data of criminals who were arrested due to Twitter activity. 

They are several techniques applied to identify the people who may related to these communities: 

sentiment analysis, account classification techniques and graph analysis were applied to detect 

and help to predict the suspicious communities. The results of this analysis were validated with 

another data source and tool with successful outcomes. 

 

4.2 Framework Structure 
 

The framework consists of four main components; data collection, storage, and search and 

visualization. The framework includes two types of analysis, statistical and network analysis. The 

reason why we have considered network analysis is, statistical analysis can capture significant 

information about the users, the tweet information, most and least important aspects with respect 

to Twitter attributes; however, statistics cannot define the relationship between users and possible 

relations which are important for investigator or analyst to find, such as: the relationship between 

the people and define the community of suspicious communities. 

 

 
Figure 2 Framework 

 

4.2.1 Tweets Collection 

 

Twitter Developer API used to collect tweets with certain settings Twitter API allows developers 

to pass keywords of interest to limit the collection of interest. This API collects only 10 percent of 

random tweets, the process of collection started on Dec 14, 2016 to Feb 24, 2017, with collection 

of 68,438 hits. The keywords used are hashtags of UAE activist and hashtag of Daesh 

and some related keywords in Arabic, and geo locations in the UAE, adopted from [3] getting 

related keywords, and locations, by using content feature of Twitter. The collection was random 

during the day, nights and mornings. 

 

The first few weeks of collection it was rarely to find tweets with geo location, when the 

collection was based on keywords of hashtags and usernames only. Then, geo location passed 

into the keyword fields and started collect more tweets with geo location information. Even 

though the locations specified on the keywords was based on the UAE, there were some tweets 
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collected from other locations on the map. It seems that Twitter used keywords with OR 

conditions, to get more results related to at least one of the keyword. 

 

4.2.2 Logstash 
 

Logstash is an open source solution works as an engine that can collect data on a real time 

pipeline capabilities [18]. It can normalize, unify and sanitize the data into other formats. These 

capabilities enable Logstash to do log and events collection, the beauty of Logstash lie on the 

supported input and output plugins which facilitate the data ingestion and data analysis. The 

collection is established by configurable inputs, which can be different type of data such as 

network streaming events, or some files. The configuration allows the data to be filtered, to 

eliminate unnecessary data. Finally, output configuration to pass the data into other files to store. 

 

4.2.3 Sentiment analysis 
 

The sentiment analysis is used to detect the polarity of the text emotion, positive, negative and 

neural. The positive means that the person is happy, whereas negative indicates that the person is 

unhappy or angry, when the text detected neither positive or negative criteria was succeeded, it is 

considered as neural. Having this methodology is not to find out the happy criminals on Twitter, 

combination of hashtag analysis with sentiment analysis can obtain the supporter, or welling to 

be, or is belongs to suspicious community. Sentiment analysis has shown successful results on 

predicting elections in other researches [9][10][11]. In this research sentiment analysis with 

hashtag analysis can filter the community of interest in crime activity, this facilitate for the 

investigator the way of extracting the community as first step. The technique used for sentiment 

analysis is Alchemy API from IBM. 

 

4.2.4 Elasticsearch 

 

Elasticsearch is an open source engine, to organize data and make it accessible for search, and 

support queries to search with aggregation with near real time processing [18]. Elasticsearch 

supports system distribution which can utilize shards and replicas, via routing and rebalancing of 

data and processing. It is integrated with Logstash as ELK cluster for analytics of data collection 

and log parsing. 

 

4.2.5 Kibana 

 

Kibana is an open source analytics and visualization platform intended for ELK cluster, to 

visualize Elasticsearch queries for the end user. It supports real time visualization of queries with 

aggregation and with near real time latency. Moreover, Kibana supports different types of charts, 

and tables used to build dashboard easily [18]. 

 

4.2.6 Neo4j 

 

Neo4j is NoSQL graph database that is implemented using java and Scala, it implements property 

of graph model and storage as well. Moreover, Neo4j provides database characteristics including 

ACID transactions, clustering, runtime failover 
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4.2.7 Neo4j Schema 
 

The designed model represented the user as an actor who has the role of performing multiple 

actions such as tweets, retweets, tags, and mentions, the related actions are linked to one or more 

tweet, Figure 3 is illustrating the relationships 

. 

• Posts: A user posts a tweet 

• Mentions: A tweet mentions one or more user 

• Replys to: A tweet replays to a tweet 

• Retweets: A tweet retweets another tweet 

• Tags: A tweet tags one or more hashtag 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Neo4j Twitter Graph 

 

5. ANALYSIS 
 

This section explains the analysis used in the study, statistical analysis and network analysis. The 

Statistical analysis provides indication of the account type identification and the activity level as a 

first level of examination while network analysis adding more refined analysis about the 

relationship between the main player of the Twitter network which will be explained later. 

 

Figure 4 illustrates an overview of what investigator will be concerned about, as the first point of 

interest will be searching for people who are interested in a topic like Daesh, and sorting them 

down by their impression about this hashtag, using the sentimental analysis, having this can give 

the investigator some sort of solution, but there are still some challenges that may face 

investigators such as false positive and false negative account investigation, therefore, we have 

introduce some statistical analysis which will help reducing this problem. The second point of 

interest will be identifying the relationship between people and predicting the people who may 

cause crime by analyzing Twitter network, which will be explain in the next section, network 

analysis. 
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Figure 4 Analysis Approach 

 

5.1 Statistical Analysis 
 

The statistical analysis based on statistical methods applied to some of Twitter features or data, 

which will interest investigator or analyst to consider. We have adopted some criteria that was 

applied in the previous research areas[3],[6], [8]. Most researchers have used Twitter features for 

to conduct statistical results that can be obtain predictions. In this section will well be exploring 

multiple inputs that can support examining user’s accounts, having multiple methods can increase 

the confident level on the prediction. 

 

5.1.1 User classification analysis using activity level inspection 

 

Investigator must have clear profile information about the person to be investigated on, user 

classification is a key factor for analyzing personals of suspicious activity, and helping the agent 

to better known false positive account for elimination from the suspicious domain. We have 

adopted Zhang and Paxson methodology in classifying the automated accounts and non-

automated accounts. Automated accounts are known for tweets generated from another source 

that a person does, such as: APIs, RSS feed. In the experiment, we have inspected the level of 

activity of two accounts were from top twenty-five accounts tweeting with hashtag Daesh in 

Arabic, and with positive sentiment results “11119aass”, and “justasender”, Figure 5 is showing 

how is the behavior of account. “justasender” From the figures, it is clearly shown that patterns 

should be eliminated from the analysis due to automation detection. 

 
Figure 5 Justasender Account 
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5.1.2 User classification analysis using account verification attribute 
 

Another area that used to analyze user profile, is validated accounts and non-validated accounts, 

similar results are showing with the research conducted by [6]. Lower number of verified 

accounts compared with non-verified accounts, with percentage of 2.04%, 97.96 consequently. 

 

During the user classification analysis, while sorting the verified accounts, it was clear that most 

verified accounts belongs to news or organizations, aa [6] they found in their result, an example; 

for top twenty-five accounts, "Sharjah24" which is an account for news and, "uaefa" account for 

UAE football association official Twitter account. 

 

5.1.3 User classification analysis using account age and history 
 

Adopting from [3], user feature such as: age of the account give the investigator degree of 

credibility, in how much trust should consider this account has valid information. In addition, 

having the number of follwers, and friends, giving an idea how much this account is popular and 

can be an influencer account as well. 

 

 
Figure 6 User profile information 

 

Figure 6 is showing how the investigator can get the account information such as: number of the 

followers, the tweets, and friends of this account, moreover, the account creation date. 

 

5.1.4 User classification analysis using tweet source inspection 
 

Tweet sources evaluation have contributed on classifying the accounts, it has been shown that 

tweets which are generated by a third-party application or an API and having a higher proportion 

automated account in [6], [8], also with the sample used for this research it is found that people 

are using more phones, tablets or integrated API with other social media application like 

Facebook or Instagram to post tweets, organizations or other automated accounts use APIs to 

generate their tweets. 

 

5.1.5 User classification analysis using account mentions and posts behavior 

 
As [8] found comparing the communication of the tweets, finding that people are posting tweets 

with mentions and replays more that organization. When comparing the top twenty-five active 

posting account and top mentioned accoutns, it shows that top active posting account belong to 

organization or news, however, top twenty-five mention screens belong to people who may have 

more influence in Twitter network 
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Figure 7 Top 15 Active account by number of posts 

 

5.1.6 User classification analysis using sentiment analysis 
 

When applying sentiment analysis of the total volume of the tweets generated with verified and 

non verified accounts, it displays that people have more positive and negative, that neural, on the 

other hand, organizations and automated accounts have more neural with 15 percent in deference, 

this also was observed in [7]. Usage feature of Twitter has significant impact on analyzing the 

tweets importance evaluation, adopted from [2], having number of favorites and retweets shows 

the invistigator how much enflunce has this tweet on the network. 

 

5.1.7 Network Analysis 

 
Each entity in the network represented by a node and each action initiating a relationship between 

the nodes, section 4.2.7 explains how the schema built, and relationship implemented in the 

framework. We have considered the results found in the literature for studying the network 

analysis of Twitter network, most researchers have applied centrality measures to study the 

behavior of the malicious nodes. Section 3 explains the concepts of network centrality and how it 

is calculated. The network analysis can predict the suspicious nodes by calculating the centrality 

of the bad nodes and the neighbor nodes, this can predict the direct and indirect communication 

between the nodes. The results found that influencers of the network have the most centrality in 

the network compared with other nodes. 

 

5.1.8 Malicious Node Analysis 

 

While statistical analysis can give indication of the nodes that needed to be examined, network 

analysis can provide the relationships between each node. For this research, we have identified 

malicious node as people who were arrested due to crime activity using Twitter network, UAE 

activist who were arrested in 2012-2013, belonging to terrorist groups like Ekhwan, Eslah Group 
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[19]. Most these accounts are inactive accounts, or suspended account, during the study, we have 

found some active accounts. 

 

5.1.9  Predicting the Suspicious Node in Twitter Network Based on Communication 

Centrality 

 

Nodes who are influencers in the network; are the ones that concern us, malicious nodes that were 

explained previously found with high degree of centrality with communication relationships, 

which made them influencer in the network. We have found that each of these accounts may 

communicate to other similar nodes properties like, having high replys / mentions centrality, but 

also, they may communicate with other accounts which are having less communication centrality, 

but they also may communicate with unknown other high degree centrality, which indicate 

indirect communication with nodes that did not seem to be suspicious in the beginning. 

 

 
 

Figure 8 Network analysis to detect bad nodes 

 

Figure 7 explains the above, the dotted line showing the indirect communication, red node is 

malicious node, orange are suspicious nodes, green looks like the legitimate node. The next 

subsections describe the methods to recover these nodes. We have considered replies, mentions, 

posts, as type of communication which are more relevant to people communication with each 

other in the Twitter network. 

 

5.1.10 User Classification Analysis Using Account Mentions and Posts Degree Centrality. 

 

Calculating the nodes centrality in the network is key starting point to identify the influencers of 

the network, in this section, we have examined top ten largest centrality of the network based on 

mention relationship and post relationship, the results are shown in the below tables. Comparing 

the results with statistical analysis, both are showing the same results, section 5.1.5 pie charts are 

presenting the same results, of count. 
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Neo4j Query: match(n:User)-[r:MENTIONS]-(m:Tweet) return n.username, count(r) as DegreeScore 

order by DegreeScoredesc limit 10; 

 

Neo4j Query: match(n:User)-[r:POSTS]-(m:Tweet) return n.username, count(r) as DegreeScore order 

by DegreeScoredesc limit 10; 

 

 
Figure 9 Degree centrality of posts relationship 

 

5.1.11 Shortest Path Between Users with Respect to Mention Relationship (Betweeness) 

 

Degree centrality calculates how much the node active in the network, in term of the number of 

relationship the nodes have with other nodes, this cannot define the relationships, and the paths 

between each node, while shortest path algorithms can calculate the possible paths between the 

nodes, and the type of relationship needed to establish that relationship. The below query 

calculates shortest path between Node A, and Node B with the mention relationship, the returned 

values are the paths that connects these nodes together, which are the tweets between them. 

Figure 10 illustrates the shortest path query results. 

 
Neo4j Query: MATCH p=allShortestPaths((u:User{username: "A"})-[:MENTIONS*0..10]-(u2:User 

{username: "B"})) RETURN p 

 

The same approach can be applied with different types of relations like: reply, post, retweet, only 

the type of relationship specified on the query changed. 

 

 
Figure 10 Shortest Paths Between Two Users by Mention Relationship 
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5.1.12  Shortest Path Between Users with Exhausted Search for All Paths Between Users  

(Betweeness) 
 

While the pervious method resulting valuable information, the investigator may not be sure the 

kind of relationship that connects two or more nodes together, and need more like searching for 

reachability between the users. Shortest path with exhausted search in all path find all relationship 

between nodes in the Twitter network. This concept finds all relationship between suspicious 

nodes in Twitter network. 

 
Neo4j Query: MATCH (cs:User { username:"A" }),(ms:User { username:"B" }), p = 

shortestPath((cs)-[*] (ms))WITH pWHERE length(p)>1 RETURN p; 

 

5.1.13 Shortest Path between Users with Indirect Communication (Betweeness). 
 

Shortest path between users who have indirect communication, this reveals indirect communi- 

cation between nodes which can be suspicious. 

 
Neo4j Query: MATCH (cs:User { username:"A" }),(ms:User { username:"B" }),(vs:User 

{username:"C"}), p = shortestPath((cs)-[*]-(vs)) WITH p WHERE length(p)> 1 RETURN p 

 

6. VALIDATION 
 

Validation is very important step in any experiment, for this research we have used Matego, as 

another tool of verification. Matego is a tool that is used for security reconnaissance that gather 

information about a target, and it can relate the data together. During the study, we have found a 

suspicious user account that was communicating with a known activist that was arrested in 2013, 

we have inspected the suspicious user account to validate the result, using his email address, that 

we have found it posted also in Twitter. We have found the user was communicating via email to 

community that belongs to Daesh. While searching the emails that were found in the 

communications, we have found that one of the emails posting in public blog some media related 

to Daesh. 

 

7. SYSTEM DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION 

 
This section demonstrates the design of building the framework solution, they are several 

components to build this framework to execute each functionality of the framework. The main 

functionality to of this system: 

 

• The system should provide data collection 

• The system should provide data parsing and indexing 

• The system should provide data storage 

• The system should provide visualization 

• The system should provide analysis 

 

7.1.1 Elasticsearchstack 
 

Starting with the collection which is retrieved from Twitter API, the developer edition [20], then 

indexing and parsing by Logstash, Logstash, is parsing the JSON files using Logstash template, 
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moreover, all tweets are sent to sentiment analyzer by AlchemyAPI. The output from 

AlchemyAPI then sent to Logstash again to be inserted into the tweet information. Then it’s 

indexed to Elasticsearch and stored. After that the data are ready to be analyzed by Kibana which 

provides statistical views of the data. For this solution, the cluster installed in on one machine 

having all the nodes installed with the following specifications: 

 

• Elasticsearch-2.3.5 

• Kibana-4.5.3-darwin-x64 

• Logstash-2.3.0 

• Python 2.7 

• Py2neo 2.0.9 

• Neo4j-community-3.1.0-rc1 

• Alchemyapisdk 

• Neo4j Cluster 

 

Neo4j clustered with Elasticsearch to get the collected data to be pushed for Neo4j for node 

analysis. The pushed data is JSON format, it’s also labeled and built into schema to build the 

relationship between the tweets and the users. Python script is used to pull the data from 

Elasticsearch, and display it on neo4j, it uses Elasticsearch library and py2nev.2.0.9. Logstash 

Configuration 

 

7.1.2 Visualization Using Kibana 
 

Kibana allow building different dashboard and uses different type of graph such as pie charts, line 

charts and bar charts. In addition, it also supports some aggregation functions and statistical 

functions and prediction graphs. For this project, most the graph used are statistical graph with 

the use of aggregations such as unique counts, or sum. Moreover, time series graph to provide 

some prediction of the hashtags based on time. The following graphs are sample of dashboard 

developed to analyze the overall collection such as the count of the hits, and language detected, 

users’ analysis, content shared such as URLs and hashtags, moreover, map plotting the geo 

location of the tweets with count. 

 

7.1.3 Visualization Using Neo4j 

 

Neo4j provides different level of abstraction for the searched query the following query provides 

1000 nodes that have post relationship. Neo4j provides deeper level when double click into a 

topology to find the related nodes: tweets and users and the relationship between them; which 

help observation without a key search. 

 

8. CONCLUSION 
 

This research we demonstrate how social media can detect suspicious crime activity using Twitter 

data for analytics. This solution is built to facilitate data search, filtering and suggest 

methodologies to detect crime activity for investigators and intelligence entities. The paper 

proposing a framework that utilizes big data capability tools, to process and analyze the data from 

Twitter. This framework provides two ways of analytics, statistical and network analysis of 

Twitter feature, sentimental analysis also provided to increase the quality of the data to be 
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inspected for investigation. We are exploring how these combined methods can perform real case 

investigation with certain results, using another way for validation such as Maltego. 

 

9. FUTURE WORK 
 

For future work, we are looking for including weighted graph with the sentiment analysis result 

combined, also the timestamp of the tweet, to enhance the searching result and pattern inspection, 

which will also increase the accuracy and make the job more efficient. Moreover, including other 

social media applications, to build better profile of criminals and influencers. Having more 

techniques of prediction and include different ways of predictions to increase accuracy, such as 

friend of friend, location of friends, location of the users. Having more analytic searching 

methods, like searching by certain personality. In addition, including more case studies by 

continuing searching and investigation, to have more trained data for machine learning. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

A large number of existing Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) in production environments, also 

employed in critical infrastructures, are severely vulnerable to cyber threats but cannot be 

modified due to strict availability requirements and nearly impossible change management. 

Monitoring solutions are increasingly proving to be very effective in such scenarios. Since CPS 

are typically designed for a precise purpose, their behaviour is predictable to a good extent and 

often well known, both from the process and the cyber perspective. This work presents a cyber 

security monitor capable of leveraging such knowledge to detect illicit activities. It uses a 

formal language to specify critical conditions and an SMT-based engine to detect them through 

network traffic and log analysis. The framework is predictive, i.e. it recognises if the system is 

approaching a critical state before reaching it. An important novelty of the approach is the 

capability of dealing with unobservable variables, making the framework much more feasible in 

real cases. This work presents the formal framework and first experimental results validating 

the feasibility of the approach. 
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Physical Systems, SMT. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) are composed by networked ICT devices that support the 
operation of physical entities. In this work we use CPS as general term that includes Industrial 
Control Systems (ICS), building automation systems, and the Internet of Things used for control 
and automation. The progressive use of ICT technology exposed CPS to vulnerabilities and 
threats typical of the ICT world [1]–[3]. Cyber Physical Systems present many specific 
differences from standard ICT systems [4] that make general ICT security solutions seldom 
effective for CPS. However, such peculiarities can also lead to better tailored solutions. 
 
CPS are typically designed for a specific purpose in a predetermined production environment. As 
a consequence, the behaviour of their physical process is predictable to a good extent and often 
well documented. Fortunately, this predictability reflects on the cyber counterpart, thus it is 
possible to leverage such knowledge of the CPS to specify known critical conditions that combine 
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cyber and process aspects for a greater expressiveness and effectiveness. However, to the author’s 
best knowledge, specification-based security monitoring approaches appear less mature than other 
approaches like anomaly-based techniques. This work presents a contribution in this regard. 
 
It is necessary to observe the CPS current state to detect if it has reached a critical state. However, 
the assumption that every parameter of the CPS can always be observed is too strong and 
unfeasible in real cases. The main novelty of our approach is the ability to handle unobservable 
variables. Moreover, the framework is also capable of computing, if necessary, the piece of 
missing information required for a more accurate result. Such information is provided to security 
operators as a guide for finding a refinement of the CPS state. The refinement can feed the 
monitor back, leading to more precise detection. 
 
Present paper improves our previous works [5] and present the same ability to predict whether the 
CPS is evolving towards some critical states, monitoring the changes in time of a notion of 
proximity from critical conditions. However, unobservable variables complicate the formal 
definition and the actual computation of the proximity, as explained in the following sections. 
As previous works, the framework does not need a full model of the CPS, which is very hard to 
achieve in real cases. It is based on passive observations of the CPS through the analysis of 
network traffic and logs, to be more suitable for the industrial sector where change management 
and shutdowns are nearly impossible in practice, especially when employed in critical 
infrastructures. The framework presents an expressive specification language and is agnostic to 
observation methods and attack models, thus it is suitable for detecting possible 0-days attacks. 
 
Section 2 shows a very simple example to explain the main idea behind the cyber security 
monitoring framework. Section 3 describes related works and approaches in literature and on the 
market. Section 4 defines our proposed framework, while Section 5 presents our first working 
prototype and our first experimental results that validates the approach. 
 

2. A MOTIVATING EXAMPLE 
 
This section presents an example of CPS which is overly simplified but still capable of explaining 
the kind of anomalies our framework is able to detect, its capability of handling unobservable 
aspects, and its notion of predictiveness. The following sections refer to this example to ease the 
explanation. 
 
Figure 1 shows a simplified building automation system controlling the temperature of two 
rooms. The CPS is made of the following components (� = 1,2): 
 
• a thermometer in each room that measures the temperature �� 
• an external thermometer for the outdoor temperature � 
• a radiator 	� in each room that can be switched on/off 
• a main water heater 
 that can be switched on/off. 

Each room � has a setpoint �� representing the desired target temperature of that room. Sensors 
(the thermometers) and actuators (the radiators and the heater) are wired to Programmable Logic 
Controllers (PLC). Each PLC is connected to the same TCP/IP-based Process Control Network 
(PCN). The Main Controller (MC), connected to the PCN, is able to send read and write 
commands to the PLCs. In this example we assume the Modbus is used [2], [6], a very widely 
used control protocol with no security mechanisms for authentication/authorisation. 
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Figure 1. Two rooms building automation example. 

In this example the main controller provides a Human Machine Interface (HMI) that allows an 
operator to visualise the current process parameters and to manually operate the system. An 
operator uses the HMI component of MC to: check temperatures and the on/off status of the 
radiators and of the heater; set the desired temperature of the rooms (setpoints); turn on/off the 
radiators and the heater. Besides manual human operations, our example CPS is automatically 
operated through a set of rules implemented in the main controller MC and listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. Example of automatic operation rules. 
every 500 ms   →   read �� , ��, 	�, 
, � 

�� < �� and � < ��   →   write 	� = ���� and 
 = ���� 

�� > ��   →   write 	� = ����� 

�� > �� and �� > ��   →   write 
 = ����� 

In this example the main controller is the only device that is supposed to send read and write 
Modbus commands to the PLCs. Suppose that an attacker (e.g. a malware) compromises the main 
controller and sends malicious Modbus commands to the PLCs from it. Such illicit commands 
would have exactly the same network signature and the same payload as the licit ones. Thus, 
neither signature-based IDS (e.g. Snort [7], [8], Suricata [9]) nor basic Modbus deep packet 
inspection tools (e.g. Wireshark [10]–[12], Bro [13]) can detect such anomalies. Indeed, the only 
way to detect them is to understand that such Modbus commands do not conform with the 
expected behaviour of the system. 

Assume that the attacker sends read commands to the PLCs to gather and exfiltrate process 
information. Read commands and their responses are identical to the licit ones, however a 
network activity showing an unexpected read frequency can be considered illicit, expressed by 
the following critical condition 

|� − ����� !�"| > # (ϕ1) 

where � is the number of read commands per seconds observed from network capture, 
����� !�" = 3 0.5⁄  corresponds to 3 PLCs and 500 ms fromTable 1, and # is a tolerance constant. 

Similarly, suppose the attacker sends a Modbus write command 
 = ����� to turn off the water 
heater to prevent room 1 or room 2 from reaching the desired temperature. Although this 
command is identical to the licit ones, it might be possible to detect such illicit activity when the 
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presence of the write command does not conform with the expected behaviour from Table 1, 
expressed by the critical condition 

¬
 ∧ ((�� < �� ∧ � < ��) ∨ (�� < �� ∧ � < ��)) (ϕ2) 

Intuitively, critical condition(ϕ2) holds if a turn off command is sent when the heater should be on 
according to Table 1. 

Notice that the critical condition (ϕ1) purely addresses the cyber layer of the CPS, while (ϕ2) 
mixes cyber and process aspects allowing for a greater expressiveness and effectiveness of the 
approach. 

In this example a sensor might stop working, e.g. the outdoor thermometer, and the corresponding 
value might become unobservable. The novelty of our framework is the capability of handling 
both observable and non-observable variables, improving its range of applicability. Moreover, 
condition (ϕ2) might not be critical if a human operator intentionally operates the CPS manually, 
e.g. for maintenance. A more accurate critical condition can be defined as 

¬. ∧ ¬
 ∧ ((�� < �� ∧ � < ��) ∨ (�� < �� ∧ � < ��)) (ϕ3) 

where the boolean value . represents the manual and intentional operation of the human 
operator. The assumption that a monitoring tool is aware of human intentions is unreasonable in 
practical cases. Thus, . must be treated as unobservable, yet is necessary for a better accuracy. 

If the example CPS is in a state where the critical condition (ϕ1) is not satisfied, a notion of 
proximity from (ϕ1) can be defined, representing how far the measured read command frequency 
is from its expected value. Monitoring how the proximity value changes in time enables to 
monitor if the CPS is approaching the critical condition (ϕ1). 

3. RELATED WORK 

One of the main source of vulnerability for CPS is the lack of security mechanisms in 
communication protocols, like authentication, authorisation, and confidentiality [2], [3]. 
Literature presents several secured version of control protocol, e.g. [14]–[16]. However, these 
security approaches rely on the possibility to redesign and replace at least some parts of the 
system, while for many industrial control systems downtimes and change management is not 
practical or affordable due to the high costs and risks related to any possible change. For this 
reason, redesign is often not an option and legacy components are often present. Passive and 
unobtrusive security measures are crucial for such CPS. 

Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) have been widely used in ICT security with good results. 
Signature-based IDS, like Snort [7], [8], are able to express bad IP packet that can be detected. 
Since cyber attacks are combinations of different licit-like actions and communications, 
signature-based IDS usually fall short in detecting complex attacks. 

The Anomaly-based intrusion detection approach has proved effective for CPS cyber 
security [17]–[22]. [23] classifies anomaly-based IDS in two main categories: 

i. unattended techniques, leveraging statistical models or machine learning to create a baseline 
representing licit behaviours that are compared with the run-time observations 

ii. specification-based techniques, for which a human ICS expert precisely defines what is licit 
or anomalous in a specification language, and the detection tool compares the state of the 
monitored system against such specifications. 

The absence of human effort is a good advantage of the unattended techniques, but they suffer 
from high false positive rates which requires human effort to spot false alarms. Our work focuses 
on the specification-based approach, with the advantage that false positive rates are extremely 
low or even zero when enough knowledge of the system is available. The main drawback is the 
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effort required to define the known critical conditions. However, CPS typically shows predictable 
and repeatable behaviours over time. Moreover, the design phase of a critical infrastructure is 
detailed and documented, providing valuable knowledge to be modelled. Nonetheless, some 
approaches to automatically derive specifications from the monitored system have proved 
effective, e.g. [24]. For this reason, specification-based techniques seem to be a good approach 
for developing security monitors for CPS. 

Security monitoring has gained relevance in the Security Operation Centres (SOC) of big 
organizations and in the DevOps sector. Wide spread frameworks includes Splunk [25], [26], 
Elasticsearch-Logstash-Kibana (ELK) [27]–[30], Grafana [31], and LogRythm [32]. Such tools 
continuously collect log events and time series data (e.g. cpu load, memory consumption, etc.). 
Security operators can customise visualisation dashboards of such information to spot anomalous 
vs. normal behaviours in a graphical way. Moreover, security operators can define custom alarms 
specifying queries on the collected data and events, for instance to detect known indicator of 
compromise (IoC). The possibility to define alarms is somehow similar to our notion of critical 
condition described in this paper. Unlike our proposed framework, such tools allow queries only 
on observable data and do not offer a notion of proximity / proximity range from criticality. 

Nai et al. [33]–[35] developed a specification-based Intrusion Detection and Prevention System 
methodology specific for SCADA systems that is not based on specific attack models and can 
detect 0-day attacks. The methodology allows combining the knowledge of the physical process 
with the cyber behaviour to monitor, and is further extended in [5] with a greater expressiveness 
and more effective computation methods. Our present work further improves the same approach. 
The novelty of this work consists in (i) dealing with unobservable aspects of the system for a 
greater expressiveness and feasibility in real cases (ii) using real-time knowledge refinements 
from human operators (iii) guiding the operator to express better refinements (iv) computing 
proximity and proximity ranges from criticality even in presence of unobservable variables. 

4. THE MONITORING FRAMEWORK 

The proposed monitoring framework passively runs in parallel with the monitored CPS. It 
continuously observes the current state of the CPS and checks it against conditions that are a-
priori known to be illicit or anomalous, hereafter called critical conditions. Figure 2depicts the 
main structure of the framework. 

 

Figure 2. Structure of the real-time monitoring framework. 

The first step is to identify the aspects of the CPS, called variables, that are necessary to express 
the critical conditions. In real cases, the assumption that it is always possible to retrieve the value 
of all the variables is too strict and unfeasible. Thus, a variable can be observable or 
unobservable, either temporarily or permanently. Unobservable variables complicate the 
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framework but allow for a greater expressiveness and practical feasibility. There are three main 
cases in which a variable is considered unobservable: 

i. a variable bound to the value of a malfunctioning sensor that cannot provide its value; 

ii. a variable bound to a parameter of the CPS which is required to express the critical 
condition but that can never be observed by design, e.g. the temperature of a gas in a point 
where no thermometer has been installed; 

iii. any aspect of the monitored system that is inherently unobservable, e.g. the intention of a 
human operator that acts without specifying his actions in advance. 

The monitoring framework is composed by two main components: the observer and the reasoner. 
The former continuously analyses network traffic and logs generated by the monitored CPS, in 
order to retrieve the value of the observable variables. The latter checks the current state of the 
CPS against the set of known critical conditions. 

The input to the observer consists of the specification of variables, which enumerates the 
variables of interest and their properties. Precisely it defines for each variable: 

i. the name, used as an identifier in the specification of critical conditions 

ii. the type: boolean, integer, or real 

iii. an optional range constraint, i.e. lower and upper bounds 

iv. an optional observation method: how the observer captures the value of the variable through 
network or log analysis. When the method fails or is not provided, the variable is considered 
unobservable. 

This paper is agnostic w.r.t. observation methods, so any method can be used. The only constraint 
is that the observation needs to be nearly real-time and the result must be a boolean or numeric 
value. For instance, in our prototype the observer uses deep packet inspection against network 
traffic captured in real-time. 

Our threat model assumes the integrity of the observed values: if an attacker takes the complete 
control of the network it might compromise the effectiveness and correctness of our monitoring 
framework. However, this assumption is typical of security monitoring solutions cited in 
Section 3. In real cases, such approach is still valid provided that a sufficient large number of 
variables are observable and effective critical conditions are specified. In this way the likelihood 
that an attacker is able to compromise enough values to make the monitor ineffective is low. 

Iteratively the reasoner gets as input the values from the observer (/) and a set of critical 
conditions (0), and checks if each condition is met with the current observations. If the critical 
condition only contains observable variables, the reasoner is always able to tell whether the CPS 
has reached the criticality or not. In presence of unobservable variables it might be impossible to 
discriminate whether the CPS is in a critical state only from observations. 

The reasoner is also able to take as input some further information about the CPS state in form of 
a logical assertion, hereafter called refinement and denoted by 1. Refinements are typically 
provided by human operators to give the monitor additional information about unobservable 
variable. 

Each critical condition is associated to a function that represents a notion of proximity. When the 
reasoner is able to determine that CPS is currently not in a critical condition, it computes the 
proximity from that condition. 

When the reasoner is unable to determine whether the current state satisfies a critical condition, it 
computes the minimal condition of unobservable variables that is necessary to determine that the 
system state is not critical (2 inFigure 2). The minimal condition 2 is hereafter called assisted 
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check, because it helps security operators figure out the missing unobservable information. In 
other words, the assisted check can guide operators to provide better knowledge refinements. 

4.1 Specification of Variables and Critical Conditions 

Let 3 denote the set of variables, whose type can be boolean, integer, or real, and let 45678(9) 
denote the range constraint of 9 defined in the variable specification. Boolean variables range on 
the set {0,1}, with both the boolean and the numeric meaning, in order to be able to use boolean 
and numeric variables in the same arithmetic expressions. As a consequence, all variables in 3 
range on ℝ. 

Definition 1. Let = ⊆ 3 be a subset of variables. A partial assignment (or simply an assignment) 
is a function 5: = → ℝ that maps variables to their value such that 5(9) ∈ 45678(9) for each 
variable 9 ∈ =. The notation ABC(5) denotes its domain =. 

Definition 2. A state of the monitored CPS (or simply a state) is an assignment D such that 
ABC(D) = 3, i.e. a total assignment on variables. The set of all possible system states is denoted 
by E. Given a partial assignment 5, we define 

E(5) = {D ∈ E ∣ ∀9 ∈ ABC(5): D(9) = 5(9)} 
as the set of states that satisfy the assignment 5. 

Our framework uses a partial assignment H to represent the current observations that the observer 
passes to the reasoner. If all variable are observable, H is total, i.e. H is a CPS state. In case of 
unobservable variables, H represents only the observable portion of the current state of the CPS, 
and from the perspective of the reasoner the CPS could be in any state of E(H). 
Definition 3. A state formula is defined by the grammar: 

0 ⩴ 5�9� +⋯+ 5L9L ⋈ N ∣ ¬0 ∣ 0 ∧ 0 ∣ 0 ∨ 0 

where 9� ∈ 3, 5� , N ∈ ℝ, ⋈∈ {<,≤,>,≥,=,≠}. The set of variables occurring in a formula 0 is 
denoted by 954(0). 
A state formula is a boolean combination of linear inequalities of variables and expresses a 
property of the CPS state, where both observable and unobservable variables may occur in a 
formula. We use the standard interpretation of formulae over assignments. 

Definition 4. Given a partial assignment H and a formula 0 such that 954(0) ⊆ ABC(H), the 
assignment Hsatisfies (or models) the formula 0, denoted by H ⊨ 0, when recursively: 

H ⊨ S5�
�

9� ⋈ N iff S5�
�

H(9�) ⋈ N H ⊨ ¬0 iff H ⊭ 0
H ⊨ 0� ∧ 0� iff H ⊨ 0�	and	H ⊨ 0�   H ⊨ 0� ∨ 0� iff H ⊨ 0�	or	H ⊨ 0�

 

The set of states satisfying a formula 0 is denoted by E(0). 
Our framework uses state formulae to define the known critical conditions of the monitored CPS. 
Moreover, at each iteration the observer passes the receiver the formula 

/ ≔ _9
`∈a

= H(9) 

representing the current observation, where = is the set of observed variables and H(9) is their 
observed value. 

Example. The simple example described in Section 2 uses the following variables: 

• ��,  ��, ��,  ��, �: real variables for internal temperatures, desired temperatures (setpoints), 

and outdoor temperature 
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• 
: boolean variable corresponding to the on/off status of the heater 

• .: boolean unobservable variable corresponding to the fact that the operator has manually 

and intentionally operated the CPS through the HMI. 

Variables �� , �� , �, 
 are observed through the analysis of the Modbus traffic on the process 

network. 

4.2 Criticality Detection 

Error! Reference source not found.depicts the behaviour of the reasoner at each iteration. For 
each critical formula 0, the reasoner uses the formula / from the observer and an optional 
refinement 1 of the CPS state (if provided) to discriminate whether the monitored CPS has 
reached 0. To this aim, a formula is defined as 

c ≔ / ∧ 1 

that represents all the information about the CPS state D available to the reasoner, i.e. that 
D ∈ E(c). 

 

Figure 3. Reasoner flow chart given criticality0. 

To discriminate if the CPS is currently in a critical state the reasoner checks whether the formulae 
c ∧ 0 and c ∧ ¬0 are satisfiable using an SMT solver. Three cases are possible: 

i. The system is in a critical state, regardless unobservable values, or equivalently E(c) ∩
E(0)∁ = ∅. Similarly, this is equivalent to checking whether the formula 

c ∧ ¬0	is	unsatisjiable. (1) 

ii. The system is not in a critical state regardless unobservable values, or equivalently E(c) ∩
E(0) = ∅. This is equivalent to checking whether formula 

c ∧ 0	is	unsatisjiable. (2) 

iii. If both formulae in (1) and (2) are satisfiable, then E(c) ∩ E(0) ≠ ∅ and E(c)\E(0) ≠ ∅. 
In other words, it is not possible to establish from c whether the actual CPS state is critical, 
because this depends on some unobservable values not in c. 

The last case means that c does not contain enough information to discriminate the criticality of 
the CPS state. Since the observation / does not contain information about unobservables by 
definition, the only way to obtain a more precise result is to provide a more informative 
refinement1. 
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In practical cases it can be hard for a human operator to understand which piece of information is 
missing. To this aim, the reasoner is able to calculate a minimal condition, hereafter denoted by 2, 
that is sufficient to guarantee the non criticality of the current CPS state given c and 0, i.e. such 
that c ∧ 2 ∧ 0 is not satisfiable. Our monitoring solution shows 2 to a human operator, who can 
try to manually check the CPS in order to verify if 2 holds, or at least if some of the sub-formulae 
of2 hold. This way the operator may acquire some information and make educated assumptions 
on unobservable variables, and provide it back to the reasoner in the form of a more informative 
refinement. For this reason the reasoner acts as an assistant to the human operator, and the 
formula 2 is called assisted check. In practical cases, the operator must be able to handle the 
complexity of the assisted check, thus it is crucial that 2 is minimal. 

We use the notion of interpolant, provided by most SMT solvers, to compute the minimal assisted 
check 2. Given two mutually unsatisfiable formulae o and p, a Craig interpolant (denoted by 
�6q84rBs56q(o, p)) is a formula t such that 954(t) ⊆ 954(o) ∩ 954(p) and formulae o → t 
and t → ¬p are valid. In other words, the formula t is an explanation for the mutual 
unsatisfiability that uses only the variables that are common in o and p. 

Our framework also uses syntactic simplification of logical expressions that most SMT solvers 
provide. Hereafter D�Crs��u(o) denotes the computation of a possibly simpler expression 
equivalent to o. The analysis of the most effective simplification tactics goes beyond the aim of 
this work1 and does not compromise the soundness of our approach. 

Since formulae c ∧ ¬0 and c ∧ 0 are mutually unsatisfiable, the assisted check can be defined as 

2 ≔ �6q84rBs56q(D�Crs��u(c ∧ ¬0), D�Crs��u(c ∧ 0)) (3) 

Example. Assume that the example CPS of Section 2 reaches a state where the room temperatures 

are 15 ∘w and 23 ∘w, the desired temperatures are 21 ∘w and 17 ∘w, the main controller sends a 

Modbus write message to the PLC controlling the water heater to turn it off, and the outdoor 

thermometer is temporarily broken (i.e. � is unobservable). The observer collects such 

information from the network traffic and provides the reasoner with 

/ ≔ ¬
 ∧ �� = 15 ∧ �� = 21 ∧ �� = 23 ∧ �� = 17 (4) 

Assume no further refinement is provided, i.e. c = /. In this example, our framework can verify 

that both formulae c ∧ 0y and c ∧ ¬0y are satisfiable. Indeed, the current knowledge c does not 

contain enough information to tell if the CPS is in a critical state, because this depends on the 

actual value of the unobservable variables . and �. In this case, the framework computes the 

assisted check 

2 ≔ . ∨ � ≥ 21 

Indeed, in order to discriminate the criticality of the current state it is enough to check if the 

operator intentionally sent the command or if the outdoor temperature is greater than��, which is 

21. Notice that 2 is minimal, i.e. it only contains the unobservable variables. If the operator 

manually operated the system, he/she can provide the refinement 1 ≔ .. 

4.3 Predictiveness: Proximity from Critical Conditions 

In this section we define the notion of proximity from a critical condition 0. Given a set z, a 
function A: z × z → ℝ is called premetric if both A(|, u) ≥ 0 and A(|, |) = 0 for all |, u ∈ z. 
Given a set z, a premetric function A:z × z → ℝ is called a metric if for all |, u, } ∈ z: (i) 

                                                      
1 As a reference, our prototype uses Z3 [36] with the tactic (then simplify ctx-simplify 
ctx-solver-simplify). 
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A(|, u) = 0	iff	| = u, (ii) A(|, u) = A(u, |), (iii) A(|, u) ≤ A(|, }) + A(}, u). The pair (z, A) is 
called metric space. 

We use the following well known result. Let (z, A) be a metric space. The function ~: 2� ×
2� → ℝ defined as 

~(�, �) = inf�∈�, �∈�A(5, N) 
is a premetric. 

Provided any enumeration of the CPS variables 3, the set of states E can also be seen as a vector 
of ℝL, where 6 is the number of variables. Thus, any metric A on ℝL is a metric on E that induces 
a premetric ~ on 2E. In the following we use the premetric ~ to capture the notion of proximity 
from critical condition. 

Our framework requires to specify for each critical condition 0 an associated metric A. Recall 
that at runtime the formula c ≔ / ∧ 1 represents what the reasoner knowns about CPS variables. 
The proximity of the current CPS state from the critical condition 0 is defined as 

~(E(c), E(0)) 
hereafter denoted by ~(c, 0). 
Previous definition is parametric w.r.t. the chosen metric on the set of states E, and the actual 
choice function depends on the application. Table 2shows possible examples of metrics. For 
instances, the Hamming distance captures the number of variables that differs, while the 
Manhattan distance captures each variable variation, and this choice allows for a qualitative 
vs. quantitative proximity notion. 

Table 2. Example of metrics on E. 

 

A(D, q) = S|
`∈a

D(9) − q(9)| Manhattan	distance
(i. e. ��	metric	on	ℝL)

Ca(D, q) =
1
#=S

|D(9) − q(9)|
9��� − 9���`∈a

Normalised	Manhattan	distance
(dejined	if	9���, 9��� ∈ ℝ)

ℎa(D, q) = #{9 ∈ = ∣ D(9) ≠ q(9)} Hamming	distance
6ℎa(D, q) =

1
#= ⋅ #{9 ∈ = ∣ D(9) ≠ q(9)} Normalised	Hamming	distance

 

where D, q ∈ E, = ⊆ 3, 9��� = min(45678(9)), 9��� = max(45678(9)). 
 

When the current CPS state is critical, i.e. c ∧ ¬0 is unsatisfiable, proximity ~(c, 0) = 0. When 
the CPS is in a critical state, i.e. when c ∧ 0 is unsatisfiable, computing the proximity from the 
critical condition ~(c, 0) is an optimisation problem on linear constraints, since critical formulae 
c and 0 represent boolean combination of linear inequalities. Our framework uses SMT-based 
optimisation techniques, such as the one provided by the Z3 prover [36] and by OptiMathSat [37]. 
Figure 4shows the pseudo-algorithm to compute the proximity ~(c, 0) given the current 
knowledge of the system c and the criticality expressed by the formula 0.  
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function Proximity(c, 0) 
    (S, T) ← two distinct sets of fresh symbols for variables 
    distance ← new real symbol 
    solver ← new SMT-Optimizing-Solver 
    solver.assert c[3 ↦ S] ∧ 0[3 ↦ T] 
    solver.assert distance = metric(S, T) 
    solver.goal ← minimize(distance) 
    model ← solver.check-sat() 
if model not foundthen 
return Error: either c or 0 is unsatisfiable 
else 
returnmodel.getvalue(distance) 

Figure 4. Proximity pseudo-algorithm. 

When the reasoner is not able to discriminate that the CPS is not in a critical condition, i.e. when 
both c ∧ 0 and c ∧ ¬0 are satisfiable, it is necessary to compute a notion of proximity range 
from the critical condition 0 that handles the missing information about unobservable variables, 
defined as the pair (~���, ~���) where 

~��� = inf�∈E(�)\E(�)~({D}, 0) = inf�⊨�∧¬�
!⊨�

A(D, q)

~��� = sup
�∈E(�)\E(�)

~({D}, 0) = sup
�⊨�∧¬�

inf !⊨� A(D, q)
 

Computing ~��� corresponds to the same optimisation problem on linear constraints as before, 
while computing ~��� requires to iteratively search the maximum results of the same 
optimization problem, increasing the distance until no result if found. Figure 5shows the pseudo-
algorithm to compute the proximity range (~���, ~���). 

functionProximityRange(c, 0) 
    (S, T) ← two distinct sets of fresh symbols for variables 
    distance ← new real symbol 
    solver ← new SMT-Optimizing-Solver 
    solver.assert c[3 ↦ S] ∧ ¬0[3 ↦ S] 
    solver.assert 0[3 ↦ T] 
    solver.assert distance = metric(S, T) 
    solver.goal ← minimize(distance) 
    model ← solver.check-sat() 
if model not found then 
return Error: either c ∧ ¬0 or 0 are unsatisfiable 
else 
mindistance← model.getvalue(distance) 
repeat 
maxdistance← model.getvalue(distance) 
for9 ∈ 3do 
solver.assert T(9) ≠ model.getvalue(T(9)) 
solver.assertdistance > maxdistance 
model ← solver.check-sat() 
until model is not found 
return (mindistance, maxdistance) 

Figure 5. Proximity range pseudo-algorithm. 

Example. Assume c is defined as (4) in the previous example. Recall that both c ∧ 0y and 

c ∧ ¬0y are satisfiable. Using the Hamming distance ℎ3 on the seven variables �� , ��, �, 
, and 

., the value of the proximity and the proximity range from 0y are 
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~(c, 0y) = 0 ~¡�L = 1
7 ~¡�� = 2

7 

The fact that the proximity ~(c, 0y) = 0 is correct, since the current CPS state could be critical 

depending on the actual value of the unobservable variables . and �. For this reason, the 

reasoner computes the proximity range instead of the proximity. Proximity range gives 

pessimistic and optimistic estimation of the proximity, under the assumption that the current state 

is not critical: values 1/7 and 2/7 correctly indicates that the number of variables (out of seven) 

required to change before reaching 0y is 1 or 2 respectively. 

 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
This section briefly shows how our first prototype is implemented and the first experimental 
results that prove the feasibility of the approach. 
 
We set up a Docker-based [38] simulation of the CPS example described in Section 2, and 
specifically the Process Control Network and the Modbus traffic between the main controller and 
the PLCs, with the following main containers: 
 
• plcsim: our python application simulating the PLCs and the physical process. The Modbus 

interface is implemented using the pymodbus Python library [39]. Physics is simulated 
using the Newton’s Law of Cooling, often used in literature (e.g. [40]). 
 

• nodered: the HMI, the human manual operations, and the automatic operation logic of 
Table 1, and the attackers command are implemented using Node-RED [41], a flow-based 
programming tool that supports the Modbus protocol. This way licit and illicit Modbus 
commands are identical w.r.t their packet signature. 

 
• monitor: our Python prototype of the proposed monitoring framework, which detects 

critical conditions and computes the proximity and proximity range from them using the 
SMT open source Z3 prover [36]. 

 
• influxdb [42] and grafana [31]: a time series database and a data visualisation software that 

provide the graphical user interface. Figure 6 shows a screenshot. 

In this way the environment is able to simulate the main components depicted in Figure 1and the 
Process Control Network that exhibits a real Modbus network traffic that is possible to capture 
and analyse. For instance, the observer component collects the value of variable �� by monitoring 
the Modbus with destination IP of PLC1, port 502, and inspects such traffic to extract from the 
payload the value of input register (the Modbus term indicating a read-only integer register) 
corresponding to ��. The observer sends the value to the reasoner via the local MQTT server on 
the sensor/T1 topic. 
 
The observer uses open source tools to monitor the network and system logs, according to 
variable specification. In particular, the Modbus network traffic is analysed through tshark, the 
command line tool of Wireshark [10], to extract the values of interest through its basic deep 
packet inspection functionalities. The observer and the reasoner are two distinct pieces of 
software that communicate through the MQTT sub/pub protocol [43] (QoS 1). 
 
The reasoner component is a Python application that implements Figure 3. It iteratively gathers 
the observed values from the observer and, for each critical condition in the criticality 
specification, it uses the open source SMT Z3 solver [36] with the Python API to evaluates the 
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criticality of the CPS state, to compute the minimal assisted check 
proximity and proximity range from the critical condition as 
 

Figure 6. Screenshot of the graphical interface of the monitoring prototype.

Figure 6 shows our first implementation of the graphical user interface to provide security 
operators with the real-time results of our framework, given a certain critical condition 
first block, in tabular form, shows different moments of the recen
shows the time of the computation of the reasoner. The third column contain the value “critical”, 
“non critical”, or “unknown” representing the three cases described in Section
chart in Figure 3. The forth column is empty in case of “critical” and “non critical”, and contains 
the minimal assisted check 2 
refinement 1, if provided. 
 
The rest of the graphical dashboard shows the proximity range
real-time values of ~��� and ~���
see that the values are constantly decreasing, thus the system is getting closer to the critical 
condition. In the leftmost part of the chart 
state of the monitored CPS is distant from 
low impact. The central part of the chart shows that 
means that unobservable variables have a bigger role on the actual proximity of the CPS from the 
critical condition. This is the case when a refinement from the human operator can really improve 
the results of the reasoner. The rightmost part of the chart shows that the system is close to the 
criticality, because both ~��� and 
 
The whole prototype works on an Intel Core i7 laptop with 8 GB or RAM, and it is capable of 
discriminating the criticality and compute proximity ranges at real
of about 500 milliseconds, which seems enough for a security monitorin
performance tests and a characterisation of the attacks and critical conditions are subject of 
further investigation, first results seem to validate the overall feasibility of the approach.
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criticality of the CPS state, to compute the minimal assisted check defined in (3), and to compute 
proximity and proximity range from the critical condition as Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

. Screenshot of the graphical interface of the monitoring prototype. 

shows our first implementation of the graphical user interface to provide security 
time results of our framework, given a certain critical condition 

first block, in tabular form, shows different moments of the recent history. The first column 
shows the time of the computation of the reasoner. The third column contain the value “critical”, 
“non critical”, or “unknown” representing the three cases described in Section 4.2 and in the fl

The forth column is empty in case of “critical” and “non critical”, and contains 
 described in Section 4.2. The fifth column contains the user 

The rest of the graphical dashboard shows the proximity range2. The two gauges represent the 

���. The chart shows the timeseries of ~��� and ~���
see that the values are constantly decreasing, thus the system is getting closer to the critical 
condition. In the leftmost part of the chart ~��� and ~��� are both close to 1, hence the current 
state of the monitored CPS is distant from the critical states and unobservable variables have a 
low impact. The central part of the chart shows that ~��� and ~��� greatly differ each other: this 
means that unobservable variables have a bigger role on the actual proximity of the CPS from the 

ical condition. This is the case when a refinement from the human operator can really improve 
the results of the reasoner. The rightmost part of the chart shows that the system is close to the 

and ~��� are close to 0. 

whole prototype works on an Intel Core i7 laptop with 8 GB or RAM, and it is capable of 
discriminating the criticality and compute proximity ranges at real-time with an update frequency 
of about 500 milliseconds, which seems enough for a security monitoring solution. While better 
performance tests and a characterisation of the attacks and critical conditions are subject of 
further investigation, first results seem to validate the overall feasibility of the approach.
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6. FINAL REMARKS 
 
This work presents a specification-based predictive cyber security monitoring framework for 
cyber physical systems and improves [5]. It enables specifying known critical conditions, through 
an easy but expressive formal language, that can be detected at run-time. It defines a notion of 
proximity of the CPS current state from the specified critical states: checking how the proximity 
changes in time enables security operators to predict whether the system is evolving towards 
critical states and how close it is from them. 
 
The novelty of present work is to handle both observable and unobservable aspects of the CPS. 
This enables a security operator to express a model of criticality that is more complete and 
suitable for real cases. The monitor is able to continuously gather the value of all the observable 
variables from the analysis of the network traffic analysis and system logs, and to build a 
representation of this knowledge that correctly approximates the actual state of the system. 
 
Unobservable variables complicate the criticality detection. When the monitor cannot 
discriminate if the CPS is in a critical state, a human operator can provide additional knowledge 
about unobservable variables as a refinement. However, this can be hard in real cases due to the 
complexity of the CPS and the large number of variables. To this aim, the framework is capable 
of computing the minimal piece of information that is required to discriminate the criticality of 
the CPS state, and provide such information as a guide to the operator. 
 
Unobservable variables also complicate computing the proximity from critical states. However, 
the framework is able to compute a min/max range of the distance from critical states. Our 
working prototype also presents a graphical interface showing the history of the proximity range, 
providing an overview of the evolution of the system w.r.t. the specified critical conditions. 
 
This work uses SMT techniques to assess the criticality of the CPS current state and to compute 
the minimal assisted checks. It also uses SMT-based optimisation techniques to compute 
proximity ranges from critical states. Preliminary results proves an expressive specification 
language and an efficient reasoning engine. While first results seem feasible an promising, precise 
experiments will be the subject of further investigation to assess the limits of our approach. 
 
Another aspect to further improve is the characterization of cyber metrics and aggregate functions 
that can be leverage in the monitoring framework. In particularly, security monitoring common in 
the DevOps sector provide a plethora of metrics and functions that can be integrated in our 
framework. The framework only permits to specify linear constraints and distances computable 
through linear optimisation problems. Another subject to further investigate are recent works 
about satisfiability modulo linear and non-linear theories over reals [44]–[48]. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper shows a vulnerability of the pay-per-click accounting of Google Ads to the attacks of 

a malicious single agent and proposes a statistical tradeoff-based approach to reduce this 

vulnerability. The contribution of this paper is a model to calculate the overhead cost per click 

necessary to protect the subscribers from click spam and a simple algorithm to implement this 

protection.  

 

KEYWORDS 

 

Pay-per-click Advertising, Google Ads, Web Advertising 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The pay-per-click accounting method adopted by Google Ads service for online advertising 

services [1][2] enables the Advertising Provider (AdP, e.g., Google) to automatically charge the 

Advertising Subscribers (AdS) for each single advertised page access, i.e., the “click”, activated 

by each web user. Differently from previous online pay-per-click methods, this method does not 

need AdP and AdS to agree on respective web access logs and “referrer headers” [3], as a 

consequence the management cost of subscriber’s signup and charging processes are kept 

extremely low. This method allows a single AdP to manage millions pay-per-click contracts, thus 

making the pay-per-click advertising a mass service, as it appears today. 

 

Considering that the click count is the key number upon which such a mass business calculates 

huge turnovers, the paper presents a contribution to the very relevant topic of assessing the 

accuracy of such a number. In particular, the paper evaluates the robustness against malicious 

web agents, who might be motivated to spam the click counts, for instance, to attack a target AdS 

to exhaust its daily budget, eventually making it disappear from the advertising network during 

the first minutes of each accounted day [4].  

 

While big effort has been spent to setup heuristics to detect distributed click spam [5][6][7] [8], 

this paper shows (Section 2) how a malicious single user agent (web client program), bound to 

one IP address only, can make the click count increase for a given AdS, even if the charged clicks 

do not correspond to any real advertisement. 

 

The paper contributions are  

• a statistical trade-off model that shows how to make the accounting scheme much safer 

for the AdS versus the AdP’s risk of losing a small percentage of revenues (Section 3), 

• a simple algorithm to take advantage operatively of the trade-off model (Section 4), and  
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• a simulation that validates the model (Section 5). 

A discussion of the results and possible extensions concludes the paper (Section 6). 

 

2. ATTACK 

 

The attack presented in this paper is directed to the “fairness principle” of the AdP, that is to 

charge one click only to the AdS, even when an user agent accesses the same advertised web page 

more than once. This principle considers that only the first click corresponds to a real 

advertisement, whilst the other subsequent clicks, referred to as “repeated clicks” in this paper, do 

not provide any benefit in terms of advertised contents.  

 

The vulnerability to this attack depends on the fact that no deterministic and secure rules to 

implement this principle are applicable on the AdP server side, to determine whether two clicks 

are originated by the same user agent or not.  

 

According to our experiments, the approach followed by Google algorithm adopts the heuristic to 

consider n clicks as originated by the same user agents according two conditions 

 

(a) if the user agent “cookie” header values is the same in the n HTTP requests 

corresponding to the n clicks OR  

(b) if the n clicks are originated by the same IP address and also n DNS queries are 

originated from the same IP address to resolve the AP Server name, just before each of 

the n HTTP request corresponding to the clicks, 

otherwise the n clicks are both accounted, as if they were originated by two different user agents. 

 

Figure 1 - Pseudo code of the attack 
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Figure 1 - Click count report before  the attacks, 11 clicks per day. 

 
Consequently, the attack works as follows. A malicious HTTP client, whose pseudocode is 

available in Figure 1, performs many HTTP requests to the same link advertised by the AdP 

server, simply resetting both the cookie header value and the client’s system DNS cache before 

sending each HTTP request. The client sends many requests from the same source IP address. In 

case of attack, our AdP has detected only about 42% of false clicks, while the others are normally 

accounted. As shown in Figure 1 the clicks accounted when attacks take place are much more 

than the regular average clicks per day shown in Figure 2.  

  

 

Figure 2 - Click count report after the attacks, only 43 false click detected over 73 

 
Figure 2 and 3 shows the clicks accounted by Google Ads, before and after our attack 

respectively. 

 

The reader could wonder why Google heuristic does not consider the IP address as a safe 

information to determine if the same user agent originates two clicks. The answer is that two or 

even more hosts, each running a different user agent, might send distinct HTTP requests from the 

same IP address to the same AdP server, as most IP networks over the Internet are IPV4 network 

adopting the Network Address Translation. The AdP server might see, in that case, different 

clicks of really different users coming from the same IP address. 

 

We observe that the experiment shows that the heuristic adopted by Google Ads is clearly safe for 

the AdP but it is unfortunately unsecure for the AdS. 

 

Our investigation explores how to use the probability, for any network, that two independent 

clicks, coming from the same IP address, originate from two different user agents, to decide 

whether to count or not to count the clicks. 
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3. TRADE-OFF MODEL  

 

The model analyzes the clicks coming from a NAT address space using the following variables 

 

● Time interval T, called memory interval, within which two clicks are counted only once if 

they are activated by the same user and have the same target. If the time distance between 

two following clicks is more than time T, then they are counted twice even when directed 

by the same user to the same advertised resource. 

 

● Integer number A, corresponding to the cardinality of the NAT address pool.  

 

● Integer number C corresponding to the number of clicks coming from any address in the 

NAT pool and directed to the same AS resource 

 

The average number N(A,C) of “repeated clicks”, is the numbers of clicks directed to the same 

resource and coming from the same IP address but from different users over a NAT pool 

consisting of A addresses, provided that C clicks in total are coming from that NAT pool. 

 

N(A,C) is calculated considering that each user performs only one click, so that two different 

users using the same IP address originate repeated clicks, excluding any click spam event.  

 

We define as loss factor L 

L(A,C)  = N(A,C) × A / C 

 

the average percentage of real clicks that are potentially lost (i.e. not accounted) if all multiple 

clicks (from the second one on), coming from the same address are systematically ignored. The 

average number of clicks N exceeding the single click is multiplied by the number A of addresses 

available, to obtain the average click over all the NAT network, and is divided by C to calculate 

the percentage over all clicks.   This percentage corresponds to the loss rate of revenue that is paid 

by the AdP to protect the AdS. 

 

If L is below a fixed threshold, e.g., 1% the protection heuristic decides to ignore all repeated 

click. 

 

To calculate N(A,C) we consider the clicks as uniformly random independent events falling in a 

1-d continuous space that is splitted in A equal segments, each representing the subspace of 

probability that a click is originated by the address represented by that segment. We assume that 

there is no correlation between IP address and user interest for a specific content, as there is no 

reason to suppose any correlation.   

 

This corresponds a Poisson Distribution where λ = C/A.  

 

Considering that the average number of repeated events falling in the same interval is  

 

Then, as shown in the Appendix,  
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it is worth noticing that, as shown in the Appendix, if A >> C then  

 

As a consequence 

 

This approximation, being a second-order Taylor polynomial approximation, is very precise for 

typical C/A values for large networks, e.g. If C/A =  10
-3

 then  

 

4. ALGORITHM 

 

The proposed algorithm bases on the following entities:  

 

1. A table, called the status table having the following fields: 

o dest : the destination URL of the Click 

o source: the source IP address (possibly NATted) 

o net: the id of the smallest network range registered in whois DB 

o time:  timestamp  (epoch)  

 

2. An object, called click, having the properties of each click received, i.e.,   

o click.dest : the destination URL of the Click  

o click.source: the source IP address (possibly NATted) 

o click.time: the click message receiving timestamp (epoch)  

 

Figure 4 shows the pseudo code of a click handler.  The actions done after each click is to count 

the click as valid incrementing the click counter through the function increment_counter() or to 

reject the click through the function discard .The algorithm discards the clicks as long as the 

average statistical number of repeated clicks is below a given threshold.   
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Figure 4 Pseudo code of trade-off based protection algorithm 

 

5. SIMULATION 

 

We considered in our simulation the Italian provider Vodafone IT having 28.870.000 subscribers 

and 5.538.048 IP addresses registered. Supposing an advertisement having a huge impact e.g., the 

percentage of 0.1% over the whole population clicks the same advertised link then C= 28.870 and 

C/A = 5.21 . 10-3.  

According to the model presented in Section 4, the click loss ratio is ½ C/A =  2.6 . 10
-3

 if 

repeated clicks for each IP address are never accounted i.e. it is less than 0.26 %.  

A simulation has been carried out to confirm the model.  

The simulation programs:  

● distributes N users randomly over the all IP address  

● selects randomly N/1000 users who clicks the advertised link  

● Counts how many clicks have been originated by each IP address 

● Yields the number of IP addresses that originated 2 or more clicks divided by the total 

number of addresses  

The simulation has executed 100.000 times and yielded the average value of 2.5368 x 10-3. 

The difference between model and simulation is: 

|2.6065 x 10-3  - 2.5368 x 10-3|  = 6,9652 x 10-5 

As a result, the impact of the loss is very low, even in case in which the number of clicks C is 

very high, and the discrepancy between the model and the simulation is negligible. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The tradeoff protection model presented in this paper allows the AdP precisely assigning a part of 

investment as an insurance to protect the customers from this very simple attack. The threshold 
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used in the algorithm exactly corresponds to the percentage of turnover loss that can be decided 

by the AdP. Accepting this loss, the AdP protects the customer from click spam coming from a 

single IP address.  

This model is particularly suitable for the large mass of small AdS who receive a few clicks per 

day for which even a moderate repeated attack could completely vanishes their investments. In 

that case, the customer could get the option of paying an additional security fee corresponding to 

e.g., 0.5% to 2% of the click price to get the protection against this attack, deciding the algorithm 

threshold accordingly. Alternatively, the AdP can set the threshold to modulate internal security 

costs to maintain appropriate service levels.  

The time interval T should be large enough to collect enough statistics on C, and small enough to 

keep the memory of the clicks not too large to count the accesses of the same users who click 

again the same resource after long time. 

This latter aspect is the key of evolution of the presented algorithm, as the standard deviation of 

the repeated clicks will be also considered to calculate the loss more precisely, possibly 

postponing the calculation when the mean is considered enough significant.  

 

7. APPENDIX 

By replacing λ = C/A,  N(A,C) can be rewritten as  

 

and can be splitted into two parts: 

 

The first part yields: 

 

because  corresponds exactly to the Poisson mean λ 

 The second part yields 

 

because   as it is exactly the sum of the whole distribution. 

Composing the two parts, we obtain  

 

Expanding N(λ) the Taylor’s series of f(x) up to the second order calculated in 0 we obtain: 
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Lagrange theorem states that there exists ξ∈(0,λ) such that . As a 

consequence . 

 

Replacing  λ with C/A we obtain: 
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ABSTRACT 

 

This paper shows results of computer analysis of images in the purpose of finding differences 

between medical images in order of their classifications in terms of separation malign tissue 

from normal and benign tissue. The diagnostics of malign tissue is of the crucial importance in 

medicine. Therefore, ascertainment of the correlation between multifractals parameters and 

"chaotic" cells could be of the great appliance. This paper shows the application of multifractal 

analysis for additional help in cancer diagnosis, as well as diminishing. of the subjective factor 

and error probability. 
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1. APPLICATION OF MULTIFRACTAL ANALYSIS IN IMAGE PROCESS- 

    ING   

 
Multifractal analysis of images is based on the definition of measurements with images that are 

gray levels. Then the multifractal spectrum is calculated. In contrast to many classic approaches, 

there is no filtering. The spectrum uses local as well as global information for segmentation, noise 

reduction or edge detection at image points. 

 

Image analysis is a fundamental component of a computer visual problem, with applications in 

robotics, medical or satellite images ... Segmentation is an important step that provides a 

description of a basic individual process. Filtering then gives signal gradients where extremes 

roughly correspond to contours. Then, multi-resolution techniques can be used to "purify" the 
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results obtained. The main drawback of this approach is loss in precision due to preliminary 

filtering. 

 

An alternative approach is to observe that a picture is a measure known as a fixed resolution. The 

irregularities of this measure can then be studied using a multifractal analysis. The general 

principle is the following: first, the different dimensions and capacitance are defined from the 

image which is the gray level. Then, the corresponding multifractal spectrum is calculated, 

providing both local (over) and global (through) information. There are no hypotheses about the 

regularity of the signal. Multifractal analysis (MF) can be successfully used in image processing. 

The idea of applying (inverse) MF analysis in extracting characteristic details in the picture is 

presented in [1]. 

 

The importance and the advantage of fractal and multifactal analysis (MFA), in relation to the 

"classic" signal analysis, lies in the way in which irregularity is considered. The MFA tries to 

extract information directly from singularity, while in the "classic" mode, most often, NF filtered 

versions are viewed, possibly with different filtering depths, to detect irregularities and suppress 

noise. In particular, based on a certain value i, the points of inhomogeneity in the original signal 

can be separated [1, 2, 3, 4]. By dividing pixel images that satisfy the selected parameter value, or 

spectrum, by inverse multifractal analysis (IMFA), it is possible to extract from the image of a 

region that can not otherwise be noticed by any of the known methods. An additional advantage 

is that such a segmentation does not cause any degradation of the initial image: all the mutual 

relations of the pixels remain unchanged, so that the details of the image are kept completely. 

This feature is particularly important in medical diagnostics, so the potential of IMFA in this area 

is high. 

 

It is shown that a large number of frequently variables of a different nature (electrical signals, 

modern telecommunication traffic, meteorological and biomedical signals) can be described in a 

similar way. It is necessary to examine the fractal characteristics for the expression of significant 

variability. The use of classical statistical methods in such a case (mean value) could cause error 

estimates. The pronounced singularities indicate the multifunctionality of the process. 

 

2. FRACTAL MORPHOMETRY APPLIED TO TUMORS 

 
Despite the huge increase in our understanding of the molecular carcinoma mechanism, most 

diagnoses are still determined by visual examination of radiographic images, microscopic and 

biopsy patterns, direct examination of the tissue, and so on. Usually, these techniques are applied 

in a quality manner by clinicians who are trained to classify images showing abnormalities such 

as structural irregularities or high indications for mitosis. A more qualitative and reproducible 

method, which can serve as an ancillary tool for diagnostic training, is an analysis of images 

using computer tools. This lies in the potential of fractal analysis as a morphometric measure of 

irregular structures that are typical of tumor growth. 

 

Pathologists are skilled in examining the boundary surface of the epithelial-connective tissue, 

which separates the tumor and surrounding healthy tissue. The nature of the tumor edge, whether 

infiltrative or invasive or poorly expansive, provides information useful not only for prognosis, 

but also for diagnosis (either benign or malignant tumors). In the study of Landini and Ripini [5], 

the border area of the epithelial-connective tissue of oral mucosa was examined. Lesions are 

classified by routine diagnosis into four categories: a) normal; b) medium dysplasia; c) moderate 
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to severe dysplasia; d) carcinomas. Fractal lesion analysis, which subsequently followed, revealed 

the following fractal dimensions for the above four categories: 1.07 ± 0.05, 1.08 ± 0.09, 1.16 ± 

0.08, and 1.41 ± 0.08, respectively. Although the differences were not large enough to be 

accepted as an independent tool in diagnostics, they are regardless of consistent measurements of 

the degree of distortion of the boundary surface. Landini and Ripini then proceeded to describe 

using a more sophisticated multifunctional analysis method that gives a spectrum of fractal values 

instead of one value for each image. This method has provided more reliable discrimination of the 

pathological conditions of the tissue. Lefebre and Benali [6] and Polman et al [7] have shown that 

fractal methods can also be useful for analyzing digitized mammograms, increasing the hope that 

the number of incorrect positive mammograms will be reduced in this way. Considering that the 

increase in irregularities, with associated fractal fracture enlargement, is a common indicator of 

tumor growth this undoubtedly represents a universal result. Out of everything contained in this 

chapter Fractals in biomedical systems, the hypotheses set out in this paper are derived. 

 

2.1. Histopathological characteristics of normal mucous membrane, adenoma and 

adenocarcinoma of the colon 

 
The normal mucous membrane of the mucous membrane of the colon is from the lumen of the 

intestine to the surface of the laminae epithelialis tunicae mucosae consisting of a layer of 

cylindrical goblet cells, absortive, endocrine and undifferentiated cells lying on the basal 

membrane and invaginating the so-called crypts They reach the next layer, laminae muscularis 

mucosae built of smooth muscle cells, and underneath there is a lamina propria of tuniciae 

mucosae with blood vessels, loose connective tissue, and individual mesenchymal cells. 

 
The basic histological characteristics that point to the normality, regularity are: uniformity of the 

cells of the liminal epithelialis tunicae mucosae, polarization of the sails to the basal memebran, 

small sails, preserved secretion of the mucin by the goblet cells. Figure 1 shows a photo of a 

sample of the normal colon tissue, he (hematoxilieosin-coloring method), a transverse cross 

sectional view, and in Fig. 2, photographs of a sample of the normal tissue of the column, he is a 

longitudinal sectional view. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Photo of a sample of normal colon tissue, (he), a transversal section view 
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Figure 2: Photo of a sample of normal colon tissue, (he), a longitudinal section view 

The most common tumors in the colon are the origin of the epithelium and they can be benign-

nature-adenomas and malignant-nature-adenocarcinomas. Adenoma is a benign tumor of the 

epithelial origin in which proliferation of the epithelium occurs with the formation of glandular 

structures, which are coated with dysplastic cells. The disposable epithelium loses the uniformity 

of its cells, the cells are pleomorphic, and the usual architectural appearance is lost, tubular and / 

or vilosic structures are formed which are coated with cylindrical epithelial cells, with elongated 

and hyperchromatic nuclei and which may and may not have preserved mucigen activity, while 

the mitotic activity of the cells is increased. In Figure 3, a photo of the sample of the adenoma 

column is shown, he is a transversal sectional view, and in Figure 4 a photo of the sample of the 

adenoma column is shown, and he shows the longitudinal cross section. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Photo of the column adenoma sample, (he), a transverse cross sectional view 
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Figure 4: Photo of the column adenoma sample, (he), a longitudinal section view 

Adenocarcinoma of the colon is one of the most common tumors in the human population and is 

one of the major challenges of human medicine, precisely because it can arise from the adenomas 

and what produces the symptoms relatively early, which allows diagnosis and treatment. 

Carcinoma tissue is constructed of tubular formations, irregular shape and size, as well as from 

cribriform formations, which are coated with cubic and cylindrical atypical cells whose nuclei are 

pleomorphic, hyperchromatic, with and without prominent cats. The surrounding stroma of the 

tumor is desmoplastic, with multiplied binders and with inflammatory lymphocyte infiltrate, 

plasmocyte, and granulocyte. The properties of adenocarcinoma are: local invasive growth by 

penetrating the basal membrane, infiltrating the column wall and possibly spreading into the 

surrounding structures, as well as the ability to metastasize to regional lymph nodes, and 

metastasis to distant organs: in the liver, lungs, bones, and other organs [ CECI89]. Figure 5 

shows a photograph of a sample of colon carcinoma, a he-transversal sectional view, and Figure 6 

shows a photo of a sample of colon carcinoma, he- an indication of the longitudinal cross-section. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Photo of the column carcinoma sample, (he), a transverse cross-sectional view 
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Figure 6: Photo of the column carcinoma sample, (he), a longitudinal section view 

 

2.2. Methodological part of the research 

 

Research goals 
 

The intention behind this research is to determine the existence of differences in the parameters of 

the multifractal analysis of digital medical images between the following three tissue groups: 

 

1. Normal mucosal tissue of the colon 

 

2. Thick bowel mucosal tissue with diagnosis of malignant tumor origin of the epithelium – 

carcinomas 

 

3. Thick bowel mucosal tissue diagnosed as benign tumors of the origin of the epithelium – 

adenomas 

 

In order to obtain the required research results, it is necessary to perform the following steps: 

1. Determine the parameters of the multifaceted analysis for the previously stated groups of 

tissue pictures 

 

2. Determine the existence of statistically significant differences between the parameters 

corresponding to the previously mentioned tissue image groups. 

 

2.3. Method 

It is a non-experimental correlation study on the sample. In relation to the goal, the research is 

parametric. 

 

2.4. Variables of research 
 

Independent variable 
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1. Type of photographed tissue. Variables are operatively defined with the following categories: 

 

a) tissue without pathological changes 

 

b) tissue with cancer 

 

c) adenoma tissue 

 

Dependent variables 

In the FracLac program 

1. maxD  - maximum 

2. Q -Q which corresponds to the maximum 

3. α - which corresponds to the minimum 

4. ( )minαf - minimum 

5. α - which corresponds to the maximum 

6. ( )maxαf  - maximum 

 

In FracLab 

1. srα - mean value 

2. ( )
sr

f α - mean value 

3. α - which corresponds to the maximum 

4. stdevα - standard deviation 

5. ( )
stdev

f α - standard deviation  

2.5. Instruments 

The following programs were used for multifractal analysis of the obtained digital medical 

images and obtaining the parameters of multifactal analysis: 

 
1. "FracLac" program for multifractal image analysis [8]. 

 

2. "FracLab" program for multifractal image analysis [9]. 

 

3. Program for statistical analysis of data SPSS (Statistical Package for Social Sciences), 

standard for statistical analysis of clinical research results. 
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2.6. FracLac 
 

The "FracLac" program is created in the Java programming language and represents one of the 

plugins in the "ImageJ" digital image analysis program. "ImageJ" is freely available image 

analysis software written in the Java programming language authored by Wayne Rasband of the 

National Institute of Health of the United States of America from Bethesda, Maryland, [8]. 

 

The author of "FracLac" is Audrey Karperian from Charles Sturt University in Australia. She was 

contacted with this research. At her request, they were sent one sample sample from each of the 

three groups to test and improve the program for the specific problem of this research. With great 

help from her professional team, this program is adapted to handle a large number of images at 

once, relatively quickly. This is especially suited for use by medical personnel, where it would 

not be complicated training, nor would it take up a lot of their time. The images necessary for 

processing can be collected and then all at once processed. 

 

2.7. The program "FracLab" 

The FracLab program was developed by a team of experts at the INRIA and IRCCyN Institutes in 

France, led by Jacques Levy Vehell. 

 

The principle of image segmentation using multifactal analysis is as follows: the points lying in 

the picture can be classified according to their Holder exponent. Let's look at the example of the 

points that lie on the contours. These points often correspond to the discontinuities of the gray 

level map or from its output. They therefore generally have a "low" Holder regularity. However, 

the exact value of the exponent will depend on the characteristics of the image. Additionally, the 

boundary edge feature is not purely local, and therefore a global criterion is required to decide 

whether a point is assigned, a point that belongs to the edge. Indeed, the points lying on the 

textures of the region also have a generally low regularity, and it is necessary to find a way to 

make them different from contours. Here, the other component of the multifractal analysis comes 

to the fore: since the edges are by definition the sets of points of the dimension one, we declare 

that the point lies on the contour if there is an exponent such that the associated value of the 

multifractal spectrum is one. In addition to the geometric characterization of the edges of the 

edges, it is also possible to make statistical points: the points of the edges can be defined by their 

probability of being affected when the pixel is randomly selected in the image at a given 

resolution. The relationship between the geometric and statistical representation of the edges of 

the edge provides multifractal formalism. Instead of edge detection, a much more complicated 

structure can be extracted using the same principle: starting again from Holder's exponents, points 

can be kept where the spectrum has a certain value. For example, by selecting a value of about 

1.5, it is generally possible to extract very irregular contours. The value close to 2 corresponds 

either with smooth regions or textures. 

 

The general procedure is as follows: it begins by calculating the Holder exponent at each point. 

This gives a picture of Holder's exponents. 

 

The second step is calculating the multifunctional spectrum. In this paper the Hausdorf spectrum 

is calculated from the three spectra offered. The Hausdorf spectrum gives geometric information 

that relates to the dimension of the set of points in the image with the given exponent. This 

spectrum is a function in which apscis represents all Holder's exponents appearing in the image, 

and the ordinate is the dimension of the set of pixels with the given exponent. 
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The second spectrum is a large deviation spectrum that gives statistical information related to the 

probability of finding a point with a given exponent in the image (or more precisely, as this 

probability acts in the change of resolution). 

 

The third spectrum is the so-called. The Leandre's spectrum, which represents only the concave 

approximation of the spectrum of large deviations, and its main contribution is to give much more 

robust calculations, although at the cost of losing information. 

 

2.8. Hypotheses 

General hypotheses 

 

The parameters of multifractal analysis will significantly differ from all three groups: normal 

tissue, carcinomas and adenomas. 

 

1. In particular, in the case of multifractal analysis of digital images of three groups observed, 

FracLac will distinguish the following obtained parameters for all three groups observed: 

 

- maxD - maximum 

- Q - Q that corresponds to the maximum 

- α - which corresponds to the minimum 

- ( )minαf - minimum 

- α - which corresponds to the maximum 

- ( )maxαf - maximum 

2. In the case of multifractal analysis of digital images of the three groups observed, FracLab will 

distinguish the following obtained parameters for all three groups observed: 

 

- srα - Middle value 

- ( )
sr

f α -Middle value 

-α  - which corresponds to the maximum 

- stdevα - standard deviation 

- ( )
stdev

f α  - standard deviation 
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2.9. Sample 

 
The sample consisted of 150 preparations obtained from biopsy from the gastrointestinal tract, 

more precisely from the colon, Adenocarcinoma tubulare coli. Of the 150 preparations, 50 were 

previously diagnosed as normal colon mucosal tissue, 50 were diagnosed as colon mucosal tissue 

with malignant epithelial tumors - carcinomas, and 50 diagnosed as colon mucosal tissue with 

benign epithelial tumors - adenomas. 

 

In the Center for Pathology and Forensics of the Military Medical Academy in Belgrade, the 

preparations were prepared for analysis under a microscope with a magnification of 40x and 

photographed on a coolscope device (by the author with the help of Dr. Ivana Tufegčić) in digital 

form (Figures 1, 2 and 3). Coolscope is a kind of hybrid microscope in the body of the computer, 

the manufacturer is a Japanese firm, Nikon. Five different photographs were taken from each 

preparation, in order to obtain the most valid results of statistical analysis. In this way, a total of 

750 digital images were obtained, 250 of each of the three groups. 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this study, multifractal analyzes were performed using two programs FracLac and FracLab, 

three groups of tissue pictures: normal tissue, carcinoma, and adenomas. Then, statistical 

processing of the obtained results was made using the SPSS statistical treatment program, which 

is usually used in clinical trials. In this way, the answers to the hypotheses posed in this paper are 

obtained. The general conclusion is that the basis of the general hypothesis proved to be correct, 

that the parameters of multifractal analysis differ significantly for all three groups of tissue tissues 

observed, and therefore the zero hypothesis about the non-separation of these groups was denied. 

This applies when applying both programs for multifractal analysis of FracLac and FracLab 

images. 

 

Since the general hypothesis of this paper is confirmed, it can be concluded that this research has 

obtained positive results.. In the case of the FracLac program, the reliability of the classification 

of all three tissue groups analyzed based on the obtained multifractal parameters is 65.3%, which 

is more than the 60.7% obtained in the case of FracLab. In the case of the FracLac program, 

80.0%, 73.0% and 85.0% were obtained, successfully classified cases for the following group 

relationships (respectively): normal tissue and carcinomas, carcinomas and adenomas, normal 

tissue and adenomas. 

 

In the case of the FracLab program for the same relationships, tissue image groups, respectively, 

received the following reliability of 64.0% (which is considerably worse in relation to the same 

case with the FracLac program), 74.0% (which is a little better in relation to the same case for the 

FracLac program) and 80.0% (which is worse in relation to the same case with FracLac), we can 

conclude that the resulting classifications are very effective and this is generally more in the case 

of FracLac. 
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